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Let me Share...

A training programme on investigatory projects and organizing activities in 

secondary school science for SC/ST teachers from Andhra Pradesh Social Welfare 

Residential Schools was organized at RIEM from 16th to 20th January 2003. It is a 

PAC approved programme of the NCERT. The objective of the programme was to 

orient the inservice science teachers in the basic process of science, viz.,

• enriching knowledge

• developing scientific attitude (to think rationally)

• generate curiosity

• cultivate eagerness to experiment

• evolve willingness to become skilled in handling the apparatus and in 

taking observations

• foster boldness to ask questions like what ? how ? why ? and in short to 

instill in him/her scientific temper.

♦

To fulfill some of these objectives, several simple experiments are suggested with 

questions on each aspect. This might help the teachers to share ideas inherent in open 

ended experiments. Teachers were also trained as how to select two parameters (one 

independent and one dependent) among which a relationship could be established.

The other aspect of the programme was to organize activities in science. In this 

age of fast growth in the wealth of scientific knowledge, more and more ideas for 

organizing science activities are pouring in from all comers of the world. To get a 

glimpse of these, interaction sessions between resource persons and participants and 

a few lectures were organized. Browsing the Internet on ‘Innovative experiments’ 

was also undertaken. But it was made clear to the participants that we as individuals 

are also competent to suggest different kinds of activities that can be undertaken for 

furthering the knowledge.



The outcome of the abovementioned activities is incorporated in the appendix.

NCERT aims at improving the school education giving it a new look which, if not 

better yet on par with many countries of the world. Through this venture, my 

understanding of science has further improved. Hence I am deeply thankful to 

NCERT (New Delhi) and RIE, Mysore for giving me an opportunity to work in this 

area of science.

My sincere thanks are due to Prof G Ravindra, Principal, RIE, Mysore, the staff of 

DEE, my own departmental colleagues, and the resource persons without whose help, 

this programme would not have been successful.

Also it is my duty to acknowledge the help received from all those who were 

either directly or indirectly involved in this project. Special thanks are due to the staff 

of the Computer Processing Unit for their invaluable help.

Last but not the least, I extend my sincere thanks to teaches of A P Social Welfare 

Residential Schools for participating actively in all the activities undertaken.

I would like to thank in advance to those who would point out the shortcomings in 

the manual and also who would respond to my request in giving feedback on the 

activities.

20.01.2003 M N Bapat



PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

Training Programme for A.P. Social Welfare Residential School 
Teachers in Secondary School Science - 

Investigatory Projects and organizing Activities

Time—>

Date\

9.00 -11.15 am 11.30-1.00

pm

2.00 - 3.15 pm 3.30 - 5.30 pm

16.1.2003
Thursday

Registration 
Inauguration and

Interaction

Investigatory
Approach
PRR + PRL +
RN + MNB + 
SSR

Organising
Activities
SPK + PRR + 
SSR + DKP

Biology - Lab.
Session
(Zoology)
SPK

17.1.2003
Friday

Bio (Zoology) 
presentation
All resource 
persons
Physical Science 
(Chem) input GRP

Physical
Science (Chem) 
Lab
GRP + PTS

Biological 
Science 
(Botany) Input 
GVG '

Biology - Lab. 
Session 
(Botany) GVG 
and SPK

18.1.2003
Saturday

Innovations DKP 
Bio (Botany) 
Presentation 
Environmental 
Science ALNS

Physical
Science (Chem) 
Lab. Session
GRP + PTS 
Physical
Science (Chem) 
input VK

Physical
science
(Physics) input 
SSR + PRL +
RN + NRN + 
MNB + PRR + 
DKP

Physical
Science Lab. 
Session 
(Physics) and 
Presentation 
(Chem)
Phys + Chem 
resource
persons

19.1.2003
Sunday

Innovations VKG Physical
Science Lab 
(Physics)
Physics
Resource
Persons

Data analysis 
PRR + SSR

Interactive
Session
Listing of 
Investigatory 
Projects and 
organizing 
activities - All
resource
persons

20.1.2003
Monday

Computer input 
and computer Lab. 
-DB

Physical science 
(Lab)
(Physics)
PRR + SSR + 
NRN + MNB + 
VKG

Physical
Science
Presentation
(Physics)
Physics
Resource
Persons

Ecosystem
AS
Valedictory
session



INVESTIGATORY PROJECTS - A PREFERRED APPROACH

Thurber and Collette in their book “Teaching Science in today’s 

Secondary Schools” discuss about open-ended experiments. They indicate 

that these experiments are different from routine lab exercise. Their 

characteristic features are

(i) An experiment is done to answer a question.

(ii) The outcome is supposed to reveal the Nature and hence the 

experimenter does not know the outcome of the experiment before 

performing it. There is every possibility that the outcome is 

erroneous if experiment is not performed judiciously and with open 

mind.

(iii) The design of the set up and the procedure of the conduct of the 

experiment are solely determined by the performer. For that he has 

to understand the problem thoroughly and also he should be aware 

of the reasons for conducting it.

(iv) The experimenter makes his own observations and draws his own 

conclusions after attacking/questioning every view point, and

(v) Conclusions are drawn by the experimenter on the basis of data 

collected by him. Thus he has to sequence the data, interpret it 

and draw conclusions as per his ability. These should naturally 

lead to other problems, other experiments and formulating new 

hypotheses. If new ideas/investigations come up through the open- 

ended experiments the budding scientist is thrilled and encouraged 

to solve more problems. Thus, the laboratory work can be so 

organised that the students take active part with utmost capability 

i.e., this can be made student centered and student activated.

The beauty of open-ended experiments is that there is no bar on time, 

place, space or the branch of science concerned.

Thus, it is a project which involves investigation, discovery and finding 

out something which was not known to the student before.
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Working on the project involves

(a) The statement of the problem

(b) Collecting information about the problem.

(c) Formulating the hypothesis - what does the student think the 

answer could be ?

(d) Design the experiment.

(e) Experimentation to test the hypothesis.

(f) Interpretation of the data.

(g) Conclusion - whether the hypothesis can be accepted, rejected or 

needs modification. It is the answer to the question whether the 

problem is solved.

How to write a project report

The description of the project should be exhaustive. Every effort 

should be made to include answer to the following questions.

Part I: Conducting the Experiment:

(i) What is the problem ?

(ii) What was the reason for selecting the problem ?

(iii) What is the hypothesis ?

(iv) What are the articles/equipment needed? its extensive list and 

necessary diagrams.

(v) What is the theory behind the experiment ?

(vi) How will the experiment be performed ? An experiment to be 

performed has to progress systematically with objectives in view. 

Hence different parameters related to it should be analysed first. 

The choice of the method is then decided depending upon the 

variable quantities involved. The method suggested must conform 

to

a) financial strength, and space-wise capacity and availability of 

resource personnel in the Institute,

b) ability of the performing age group, and

c) controls/restraints necessary to adhere to.
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Thus the method should be lucid and should yield reasonable results with the 

use of average care.

Part II : After conducting the Experiment:

(i) How was the data collected ? It should properly indicate as to what 

extent the uncertainty in the measurement lies. It should always be 

remembered that it is better to err on the side of making things too 

large instead of making them too small (e.g. measure the magnified 

image rather than diminished image of the object when it is 

inaccessible) It is also advisable to tabulate the data properly.

(ii) How was the data interpreted ? It is desirable to include graphical 

relation between two variables if there exists a mathematical 

relationship. Interpretation should be done in the light of known 

principles and experimental findings.

(iii) What are the conclusions ?

(iv) What are the sources of error? How were the errors of the 

experiment minimised ?

(v) What are the scopes for further investigation ?

(vi) Is there any educational/practical/industrial utility of the 

investigation?

Part III: Review

(i) What reference materials were used :

(a) at the formulating stage?

(b) at the hypothesis stage?

(c) at the experimental stage?

(d) at the interpretation stage?

(e) at the application stage ?

(ii) Has the summary been prepared for its quick review?

(iii) Have the results been disseminated for criticism/discussion ?

(iv) Has proper acknowledgement been made ?
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How to conclude ?

When an experiment has been successfully performed the investigator 

should be allowed to interact with other persons of other groups, may be 

along with an expert. After discussion, salient features of the discussion 

should be noted and pondered over. Finally, suggestions for further
i

investigation/ modification should be made to benefit others. If the experiment 

is purported for wide utility, a feedback from the users should also be sought.
<

Few experiments you can try

(i) Investigation into water intake with food we eat.

(ii) Investigation into disappearing molecules.

(iii) Investigation into a plant under water.

(iv) Investigation into substances in soil.

(v) Investigation into growth of a plant.

(vi) Investigation into growth of microbes on a piece of bread.

(vii) Investigation into the hatching of an egg.

(viii) Investigation into what happens when plant grows.

(ix) Investigation into rate of respiration.

(x) Investigation into nature of light.

(xi) Investigation into cohesive and adhesive forces.

(xii) Investigation into force of surface tension.

Demonstration Experiments

In the study of science, there is no substitute to an experimental 

observation. However, neither time nor the equipment permits to perform 

countless experiments that would contribute to a thorough understanding of 

the theory. Hence, demonstration of a few experiments by the teacher is 

welcome to stimulate discussion and activate thinking among the students.

But, the demonstrator should know that it has to be different from the 

magician’s trick. Whereas the magician makes every effort to conceal and 

mystify his demonstration, the demonstrator of a Science experiment makes 

every effort to expose and clarify the underlying physical principles.
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Further, observations in the demonstration experiments should be 

qualitative rather than quantitative accuracy. While demonstrating these 

experiments something should be left untold before the experiment is actually 

performed. This would create curiosity and tell the worth of demonstration.

Principles of Demonstration - It is to benefit the student. It is to clarify a 

physical principle. Student must see as much of working arrangement as he 

can. Hence the solid angle which the apparatus subtends at the eye of the 

student should be optimum. Students should not be confused by 

unnecessary details.

Demonstration of experiments can be undertaken as a “Collective 

investigation” - the teacher playing a role of facilitator.

When a demonstration is set up, the students are to be encouraged to 

make as many observations as possible. These observations may then be 

suitably grouped/classified. Depending upon the teaching point, a set of 

observations may consider for discussion. The remaining sets of 

observations may be used in subsequent classes (if necessary).

By such demonstration we can increase the efficiency of demonstration 

and save time.

Useful demonstration experiments can be Galileo’s inclined plane, 

Atwood’s machine, Pulsating air bubble, Soap propelled boat, Transfer of 

energy from translation to rotation, effect of heat on sulphur, Osmosis, 

Identifying different types of plants, Transpiration in plants, Reflex action, 

Movement of particles in water, Blood group identification, etc.

Organising Activities in Schools

a) Museums/Exhibit Case

These serve a useful purpose of acquainting the place of science in 

modern technical, industrial and social life. In a selected field, it can be
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arranged in small scales also (like herbarium, collection of few species of 

animals, display of charts) but in many areas of science, a museum is beyond 

the reach of an Institution. An excursion to a museum can be a rewarding 

experience for both the student as well as the teacher.

b) Field Trips

In Biology, students should have the opportunity to make field 

observations. Field trips enable students to integrate their experience into a 

total picture. An effective field trip should be centered around a specific 

problem. Students should gather field data and place for analysis.

c) Use of Games in classroom

This activity can be performed by taking a theme and presenting it as 

drama/skit. The students become role model for the live material under 

discussion who can tell about itself. This activity helps acquiring imaginative 

skill, ability to transform into new habit, feel for each other and cooperative 

learning, etc. Quiz also forms useful participative game.

d) Science Club and Science Fair

Science Club consists of a group of students undertaking science 

activities at the instance of an inspiring teacher. These clubs lead to science 

fairs where students exhibit their work. These are the forums where a 

genuine interest in science can be generated.

e) Interactive Sessions

Lecture/demonstration sessions which form the major chunk of 

teaching learning process, if becomes monotonous ultimately results in 

uninterested learners. Hence participative/interactive sessions like panel 

discussions, seminars, debate, buzz, brainstorming, group discussion etc. 

should be tried as alternative learning method.
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f) Bulletin Board

The bulletin boards can be used as teaching tools. A frequent change 

in the material posted is advisable. The display/arrangement should attract 

the attention and must extend science into the life of the school. The bulletin 

board may contain current events, problem of the week, science club 

activities, topics for discussions, programme of visiting speakers, weather 

report, etc. A school magazine/wall magazine can be one such useful effort.

g) Survey

The students should be encouraged to collect first hand data by survey 

on specific projects.

References
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Now your turn

There can be no limit to the number of investigatory projects yet it is 

expected from every individual to provide a few investigatory projects each.

Try to make a list of items for each project, their availability and cost 

expected for procuring them . Suggest with each investigatory project which 

items can be traced in the junk and which item you can fabricate of your own. 

Remember modification in the set up and procedure is the indication of your 

involvement.

It will be the success of the programme if you could write the “project 

report" for the projects suggested here in the same proforma as discussed 

above. Since you have first hand experience in actually conducting the 

investigations.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -1

Experiments on Reflection

Observation :

Observe what happens to light travelling in one medium falls on a 

second medium.

1. when surface of second medium is smooth.

2. when surface of second medium is rough.

3. when surface of second medium is polished.

Activity 1:

How can you say that a portion of incident light is reflected, a portion of 

it is absorbed and remaining portion is transmitted through the medium.

Place a plane glass slab on the table in vertical plane. Let a few things 

lie on the table. Let the investigator to see the things with the help of slab, 

and record his observations.

Activity 2 : To find out the relation between plane of incidence and plane of 

reflection and the normal to a plane surface.

Procedure:

Place a plane mirror vertically on the table. Fix an iron rod as an axis 

perpendicular to the reflecting surface of the mirror. Insert the spiral binding 

of a folder into the rod so that folder pages can be turned around horizontal 

axis (the rod). Place a coloured pencil on one side of the folder and rotate the 

other side of the folder till the pencil image is observed in the plane of the 

second side of the folder.
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Repeat the procedure for other orientation of the first folder. Tabulate the 

observations.

Table 1

SI. No. Angle of first side of 
the folder from 
horizontal plane

Angle of the second 
side of the folder from 

the horizontal plane

Inference:

Draw the conclusion for formation of reflected image. Measure the angle 

between two sides of the folder. If it is same, it verifies the law of reflection. 

The incident ray, normal to the surface at the point of incidence and the 

reflected ray lie in one plane.

Activity 3 : To investigate the relation between angle of incidence and angle 

of reflection.

Procedure : Draw a circle on a drawing sheet and graduate it in degrees. 

Place the mirror at the centre of the circle.

Place a straight long stem of grass radially on the circle such that its image is 

formed in the mirror. Use a second similar straw to imitate the image. 

Record the angles of object straw and image straw from normal to the mirror. 

Repeat observations for other angles of the object straw and tabulate.

Table 2

SI.No. Angle of object 
straw (angle of 
incidence) = i

Angle of image 
straw (angle of 
reflection) = r

i - r =

Average value of Zi - Zr =

io



Draw a graph between Zi - Zr and discuss its nature. Now draw a graph 

between Z (I - r) and Zi. What do you find now?

Inference :

The average value of Zi - Zr = ........ verifies the second law of reflection.

(The angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection).

Now draw the reflected rays for a given set of parallel incident rays (i) 

for a polished surface (ii) for a rough surface.

Facts :

When light obeys laws of reflection for a surface, we call it as regular 

reflection.

When light does not obey laws of reflection, macroscopically*, for a 

surface, we call it as irregular or diffused reflection.

(*laws of reflection are obeyed but reflected rays do not proceed in a single 

direction)

Assignment:

Suggest any other activities for verification of laws of reflection.

Further Investigations:

(i) Show that path of light follows principle of reversibility.

(ii) See whether laws of reflection are valid for curved surfaces also.

(iii) Suggest possible sources of errors and the ways in which these can be 

minimized.

Points to consider:

(i) What inference will you draw if angle of incidence is not same as angle 

of reflection for a given surface ?

(ii) What other materials can be used if plane mirror is not available ?

(iii) How will you show that a smoother surface has better reflection?

(iv) How will you show that reflection brings in lateral inversion?
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(v) How will you show that a mirror essentially deviates the path of light 

rays ?

(vi) Sort out reasons for writing Ambulance word in specific way in front of 

an ambulance vehicle.

Extension:

There can be several such efforts to prove laws of reflection e.g. Hartle’s 

optical disc, try to find them out.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 2

Objective:

To investigate the relation between extension and force applied for an 

elastic substance - Hooke’s Law.

Articles Required:

A beam (with equi-spaced hooks) that can be supported horizontally, 

springs/rubber valve tube.

Experimental Setup :

Support the beam and suspend a few threads of elastic materials of 

same length (spring/rubber) from equi-spaced hooks. Suspend weights at the 

other end of the elastic material so that the assembly looks as shown:

Should you be particular about the tautness of threads before measuring 

extension?
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Observations:

i) Do all the weights lie on the same straight line ? Check it with ruler or 

a thread.

What conclusion can you draw ?

ii) Find out the extension (Final length - original length) for each load 

(mass x g). Plot graph between extension and force (load). Do results 

of (i) and (ii) agree ? Comment.

iii) Use elastic material of lengths 5,8, 11, 14, 17, 20 cms respectively and 

hang equal weights at their other ends. Do all the weights still lie on a 

straight line ? If not can you try a sequence of weights to make line AB 

straight?

What conclusions can you draw ?

iv) Plot a graph between extension and original length of the elastic 

material. Do the results (iii) and (iv) agree? What conclusion can you 

draw ?

v) Discuss how can you relate results of (i) and (iii).

vi) Tabulate your observations.

SI.
No.

Length of 
elastic 

material
V'2 (m)

Weight
suspended

(load)

Extension 
caused to 
material
v'2(m)

Ratio
Weight/

Extension
N/m

Ratio
Length/

Extension

1.

2.

3.

4.

Suggest how you will break up this table into two simpler tables, for 

students’ use.

vii) Do you find systematic extension for change in weight and change in 

length ? If not, what can be the cause. If yes, why ?

viii) Discuss what improvement you would like to have in this experiment
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ix) Cut strips of rubber tube. Each of length 10 cm with widths of 1,2,3,4,

5 cm respectively. Undertake the same investigation. Does the 

extension increase with the width of the tube strip ? State the

reasons.

x) Discuss how can you make this experiment open ended.

xi) Discuss what happens if the elastic material is changed ? Comment.

xii) Discuss probable sources of error.

xiii) Discuss whether there would be a limit to extension of wire.

xiv) Discuss the area in which you find practical use of this phenomenon ?

xv) Predict elastic limit and suggest about plasticity.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 3

Objective:

Relation between angular velocity and centripetal force - circular 

motion.

Articles Required:

A bicycle wheel with arrangement to rotate it in the horizontal plane.

Experimental Arrangement:

* Fix the bicycle wheel such that it lies in horizontal plane. Ensure that it 

can be rotated freely in the horizontal plane.

* Slip a 10 g slotted weight in a spoke of the wheel and seal its open end 

using M-seal. While fixing, fix a hook in the M-seal. Leave sufficient 

gap about the spoke so that the weight can be moved along the 

length of the spoke smoothly as shown in the figure.

m-seal
HOOK

SPOKE

V>l£l$HT

Fix five more such slotted weights of same mass on five other different 

spokes in the same manner. The disposition of such slotted weight 

may be done symmetrically on the wheel.

Take six similar rubber bands (2"length). To each rubber band tie one 

unstretchable thread. The length of these threads can be 3, 6, 9, 12, 

15 and 18 cm respectively. The other ends of the thread are tied to 

steel wire loop, as shown below.



Insert the steel wire loop into the axle of the wheel. The loose end of 

rubber band has to be in the hook of the slotted weight as shown in the

Rotate the wheel with uniform speed as far as possible.

Observations:

Record your observation with respect to the following questions.

1. What is the effect of rotation of wheel on the slotted weights ?

2. Do these weights remain at their position as that while at rest ? If not, 

record the new positions.

3. During rotation, what happens to rubber bands? If they stretch, is the 

change same for all ?

4. Does the stretching of rubber band depend on the speed of rotation ? 

If so, rotate the wheel with different speeds and record the extent of 

extension in rubber bands. Suggest method to measure the speed of 

the wheel.

5. Assume that the centripetal force is proportional to the stretching 

produced in the rubber band. Tabulate for your observations.
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SI.
No.

Mass of the 
slotted 
weight 

m

Initial
distance

of
slotted 
weight 
from 

axle R

Rotation 
speed of 

the
wheel in 
cycles 

per
second

f

Angular 
velocity 
of wheel

co = 2?rf

Final
distance

of
slotted 
weight 
from 

axle R'

Centrifugal
Force

mR'co2,

1.

2.

3.

4.

6. Plot the graph between R' - R and corresponding mR' co2’. I What is 

its nature ? (Is it a straight line?) What can you conclude from it?

7. Take another wheel and have similar arrangement using slotted 

weights of different denomination. But keep the length of the thread 

same. Tabulate your observations for this system. Does the relation 

(R-R) a mR'co2 agree here also?

8. Can you obtain a relation between extension and angular velocity, 

keeping mass and length of the thread same but using different 

velocities?

9. Summarize your conclusions.

(R' - R) oc centrifugal force « (i) mass

(ii) its distance from axis

(iii) its angular velocity

10. Use v = rco to find other forms of relations.

11. What other activities you can take up here ?

12. What innovations you suggest to replace bicycle wheel ?

13. What are the sources of error ?

14. What precautions you would suggest to minimize shortcomings ?

15. What do you expect if axle is not perfectly vertical ?

Visit V- Semester lab for other version of this set up.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 4

Objectives :

Relation between pressure and buoyant force - relative density.

Articles Required:

A disposable syringe, stand, beaker, liquids, weights.

Experimental Arrangement:

Support a disposable syringe vertically using a stand. Take 

experimental liquid II in a beaker. See that you can place some weights on 

piston. If not, then affix a disc on it to be used as pan.

• Fill liquid I in syringe upto 5 ml mark.

• Place a weight on piston so that it moves down ejecting the liquid.

• Note the time required to eject out 1 ml, 2 ml, 3 ml etc. of liquid from 

the syringe.

• Recharge the syringe with the same liquid and dip its nozzle 1 cm into 

liquid II which is filled upto the brink in the beaker as shown in figure.

• Add the same weight to the piston pan and measure time required 

for ejecting 1 ml, 2 ml, 3 ml etc. liquid I out of the syringe.

ft 5^1

SV R) N G> E

1

PAN



Observations : (without Liquid II in the beaker)

1. If piston is not pushed down, does liquid come out of its own ? If not, 

comment, why ?

2. What is the effect of putting load on the pan ? Write you observations 

in the table.

SI.
No.

Weight on the 
pan

Time taken for the Movement of the 
Piston

Remarks

1 ml 2 ml 3 ml 4 ml 5 ml

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Use two tables for students (i) Weight and time for fixed volume, (ii) 

volume and time for fixed weight.

What conclusions do you draw from these observations ?

Draw a graph to elucidate your point.

3. Repeat the same experiment with different liquids as liquid I ? What do 

you notice ?

Observations : (with liquid II in the beaker)

4. Dip the nozzle of syringe in water by 1 cm and record readings as 

suggested in step 2.

5. Dip the nozzle of the syringe, in a liquid whose density is to be 

estimated, by 1 cm and record similar observations. Do observations 

agree with Observation 4 ?

6. What is the role of liquid II in this experiment ? Can you suggest about 

pressure and buoyant force ?
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~f■ If you divide readings for unknown liquid as liquid II with successive

reading with water addition as liquid II, what quantity do you get ? 

Guess!

8. Do you expect any role of relative density of liquid II in this experiment? 

What improvements do you suggest for the set up ? What idea you 

feel could be developed by this experiment ? How do you get pressure 

from the weight ? What are the likely errors you could crop in ? Why 

should you fill liquid II upto brink in the beaker ? What do you expect if 

nozzle of the syringe is dipped to different extents in the liquid II ? 

Suggest sources of errors and precautions you would like to take.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 5

Objective : Relation between potential energy and capability of doing work.

Articles Required: A number of identical balls or used up dry cells, books, 

stoppers, etc.

Experimental Arrangement :

Stack a number of books in steps form with slight inclination. Near the 

lowest step, keep a stopper at some distance. Behind the stopper, keep a 

block of known mass.

e

ARRAH'iE W£NT TO A.AISE SCALE

• Keep e cylindrical dry cell or a glass ball/marble at A and see if it rolls 

down. Next note the location of stopper on the scale.

• Check if the slope of all books/steps are in the same direction ?

• Make trial observation by keeping cells/ balls of different masses on 

different steps and check if the cells/ balls strike the stopper when 

allowed to do so.

Observations :

Perform suggested activity and record your observations in response 

to the following questions.

1. Can a cell/ball kept at ‘A’ displace the stopper ?
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Take steel, rubber, wooden ball at A to substantiate your answer. If 

you are using dry cells, take cells of different diameters. What is the 

potential energy of A ? Is it less than that of stopper + block ? Would 

you like to use relative potential energy to discuss this situation?

2. Place some cells/ marble ball at B, C, D,...one after the other and see 

what happens to the stopper + block arrangement. Measure 

displacement of stopper + block system (if any). Does this 

replacement correspond to work done? How ?

3. Tabulate the observations as under:

SI.
No.

Location of Ball 
Or the cell

Height of the 
cell/ball above 

surface ‘h’

Location of 
stopper

Displacement of 
the stopper ‘d’

Plot a graph between ‘h’ and ‘d’.

What is the nature of the graph? Can you infer that h x work done ?

4. Take two balls of similar size and see if they can displace the stopper 

twice the distance? Observe for different number of cells/balls on each 

step. Can you suggest that more displacement is possible with more 

number of cells/balls? i.e. n x work done

where n is the number of balls used.

5. Take single cell/ball at a time but of different mass for next observation 

time and measure the displacement. Do you find that m x work done 
?

6. From your observation, mark observations of same work done. Do you 

agree that same work can be done (i) by increasing mass ? (ii) 

increasing height ? Discuss what relation you find for number of cells/ 

balls ?

7. Take cells/balls of same mass but different size (diameters). What do 

you observe? Does work done depend on the size of the cell/ball ?
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8. Try to substantiate the statement “Equilibrium potential energy need 

some gradient to perform work".

Inference : Can you say that capability of doing work is oc mass and height ? 

Can you suggest that the capability of doing work is related to energy ?

Then, energy oc mh

Or energy = C mh

What should be the value of C in this experiment ?

Probing Questions:

1. Have you ever fallen ? fallen from great height ? What was the 

difference between the two ?

2. Why do you want to have slope in the pile of books to demonstrate this 

experiment ?

3. What is the difference between ramp and stair case ?

4. What innovations you would like to suggest ?

5. What is the role of the ‘stopper’ in the experiment? Suggest method to 

investigate this.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 6

Objective:

To study the propagation of wave.

Articles Required: As per diagrams

I Set up :

• Take a structure which has a horizontal bar supported at its ends as 

shown in the figure.

• Hang marbles (or simply similar pendulum bobs) from this bar so that 

they are just above the base (lower surface). The spacing between 

marbles may be about 1 cm for 10 cm length of the thread, so that it 

can be assumed that on oscillation they collide head on i.e. one ball 

will transfer most of its momentum to the next ball and so on.

II Set Up :

• Arrange hemispherical cups side by side. In each cup, place one ball 

each. Connect all the balls in series by steel wire springs so that the 

arrangement looks as shown below:
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• Push or pull the ball at the end and see if the transfer of energy from 

one ball to next is noticeable.

Ill Set Up:

• Take a long thin transparent polythene tube and fill it with water.

• Fold the tube wave like as shown below : The tube can be wound over

bubbles collect at top folds of the tube A,B, C, etc.

• Stretch the tube to form a wavy pattern of larger wavelength, and 

attach a rubber balloon at its one of the ends, as shown.

• See whether little squeezing of the balloons causes movement of the

I Set Up :

(i) On giving push or pull to an extreme end ball, record your observations 

and account for the same. Does it transfers most of its energy to its 

neighbour which again transfers most of the energy to its next 

neighbour and so on.

Find the time required to transfer energy from one end to another. Can 

you find the time required to transfer energy from one to the next ball ? 

What quantity this could be ?
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(ii) Change the spacing between the balls and repeat the procedure. Do 

you find change in the time of transfer of energy ? Give reason.

(iii) Do you notice balls in different states of their motion ? Identify the balls 

and distance between them which are in opposite phases.

(iv) What kind of waves you feel is moving along x-axis ? Transverse or 

longitudinal. Define the wave.

(v) What changes do you observe by increasing the length of the thread 

and by increasing the mass of the balls ?

(vi) What will happen if balls of different masses are taken ? Is there any 

physical analogy ?

(vii) Suggest any innovation you feel appropriate.

(viii) What precautions would you advise?

II Set Up:

(i) Repeat (i) as in I Set Up and discuss.

(ii) What kind of wave you feel can be demonstrated with such a set up?

(iii) Can the ball represent constitutional unit of the crystal ?

(iv) What alterations can you bring about in the set up and what results, 

you expect therefrom ?

III Set Up:

(i) Note here the spring is replaced by incompressible water/liquid and 

rigid balls by compressible air bubbles. Can such a model serve a 

demonstration of actual physical phenomenon ?

(ii) What happens to the bubbles when you squeeze the balloon at the 

end? Do you observe simple Harmonic motion of the bubbles ?

(iii) Find out the time period of SHO. Does it depend on the extent of 

push?

(iv) What innovation you would suggest ?

(v) Should the other end of the tube be closed ?

(vi) What happens if you stretch the tube so as to increase apparently 

visible wavelength ? Find out relation between X and time period. 

Comment and discuss your observations.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 7

Objective :

Study relationship between pressure and volume of a given mass of

gas.

Articles Required :

1000 ml round bottom flask, beaker, tube, cork, etc.

Experimental Arrangement:

• Fix the round bottom flask to a stand. Fill it with water. With flexible 

rubber tube through the cork, replace 3/4 of its water into a beaker kept 

at same level as shown in Fig. a. Ensure that both the ends of the tube 

are still well inside the water.

• Connect another flexible rubber tube to a U tube filled with water/oil (so 

that it may work as a manometer) as shown below in Fig. b :

• Connect other end of the rubber tube to flask so that the experimental 

set looks as follows as shown in Fig.c. Now seal the cork air tight with
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Observations:

1. Mark the water level on the flask. Watch it for some time. Does it 

remain constant ? If not, what is your reaction ? Can you correlate it 

with difference of level in manometer tube ?

2. Under quasi-stable conditions, raise the level of the beaker and note 

corresponding difference in the level of manometer liquid. Draw a 

graph between AP and AV. What is the nature of the relationship 

where AP = (Ah)pg ?

3. Neglect volume of the gas in tubing and plot a graph between P + AP 

and 1/v where P is atmospheric pressure. Comment on your 

observations.

4. What modifications would you suggest ? Would you prefer this set up 

over syringe set up of experiment 5? Give reasons.

5. Can you take other observations when either pressure or volume is 

constant ?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 8

Objective :

Forming curved surface mirrors and study their properties.

Materials Required:

Base for different surfaces, small mirror pieces and gluing substance.

Forming Mirrors:

(i) Spherical Mirrors : Take a section of spherical surface (say of 

wood, recycled paper, metal or even clay) and glue small pieces of 

mirrors on it throughout. If large number of mirror pieces are glued 

on convex surface, we get a convex mirror. For concave surface, 

we get concave mirror.

(ii) Cylindrical Mirrors - Take a thick sheet of paper and glue on its 

surface small pieces of mirror. On giving curvature to the sheet, we 

can obtain cylindrical mirrors of any curvature of our choice. The 

curvature can be varied from positive to negative through zero.

(iii) Plane mirror - Glue mirror pieces on a hard plane sheet.

Observations:

1. Put the mirror before a light source and observe the pattern of light 

received on a screen suitably placed in front of the mirror. Do you 

observe that laws of reflection are followed ?

2. What do you observe if the mirrored surface is not a regular one. 

Record your observations and comments.

3. Do you find that plane mirror so formed gives impression of so many 

images while plane single mirror forms only one image of an object? 

Try to reason out. Immerse such a mirror in water. Do you find any 

change ?
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4. When you glue mirror pieces on the surface of a balloon and inflate it 

you find that the curvature changes. Can you show the effect of this 

change in curvature on the wall if balloon surface is illuminated ? Write 

your observations.

5. What method would you suggest to form a concave mirror with 

varying curvature ? Try out and comment

6. What change do you expect if the irregular pieces of mirror are 

replaced by long, single mirror strips. Investigate and report.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 9

Objective:

Relation between rate of flow of water and pressure head.

Articles Required:

A smooth right circular cylindrical pot and measuring jars.

Experimental Arrangement:

Drill holes of equal diameter bottom, 1/4 distances above bottom, % 

distance above bottom and 3A distance above bottom in 4 different directions 

so that water coming out of it can be collected independently. Place this 

cylinder on a tripod stand. Put 4 measuring jars at base in proper positions 

about the cylinder as shown.

Adjust the water flow from the inlet so that the water level remains at 

full height without spilling.

When this is achieved, collect water in four jars for specified interval of 

time. Hence calculate the maximum rate of flow of water from each orifice.

Observations:

1. Plot a curve between pressure head (add base height from the ground 

- Is it necessary?) and rate of outflow of water. What is the nature of 

the curve ? Will this curve allow us to find out the rate of flow through 

any other imaginary orifice at any point on the cylinder? How ?

2. Stop the flow of water from inlet and note the quantities of water 

collected in each of the following cases :
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(a) When water level reaches B ?

(b) When water level reaches C ?

(c) When water level reaches D ?

(d) Find quantities of water.

Note: beaker E will have 4 total observations, D has 3

observations, etc.

What concept do you gather from these four data ? Suggest its useful 

tabulation.

Can you think of some mathematical relationships ?

3. Plug any three holes (say B, C & D).

(a) Find out maximum rate of flow by step (1) for each of the 

orifice.

(b) Find out the rate of flow of water from each outlet when inlet 

is off. (i.e. measure quantity of water collected in say first 5 

seconds).

(c) Find the rate of flow of water from E when cylinder is 75% 

filled.

(d) Find the flow of water from E when cylinder is 50% filled.

(e) Find the flow of water from E when cylinder is 25% filled.

(f) Is the rate of flow of water zero when cylinder is empty ?

Plot a curve between rate of flow and quantity of water in the 

cylinder (i.e, height h).

6. Add all rates of flow of water (i.e. b + c + d + e). What should be 

the result ? Can you obtain theoretical result by obtaining area 

under the rate of flow versus time curve ?

7. Can rate of flow in each step be represented in the form of some 

function of a parameter ?

8. Suggest modifications to the apparatus.

9. Suggest what other results you can derive from such a study. 

Discuss on what would happen if size of the hole is changed or water is 

replaced by some other liquid.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -10

Objective:

To estimate the quantum of centripetal force for different angular 

velocities.

Articles Required:

Water boat, tank of water, thin pipe, weights, scales, etc.

Experimental Arrangement:

Take a metal tank of water (preferably circular) and fix a thin pipe at its 

centre as shown. Pass a single strand of nylon thread through this pipe. To 

one end of it connect a boat and to the other end, a hanger which has a 

pointer that would denote its position on the vertical scale. It is sometimes 

advantageous to have stoppers S and S1 on the thread to avoid too much of 

pull down or push up.

Next pour water in the tub till the thread connecting the boat becomes 

parallel to the water surface, when fully stretched.

Observations:

1. Power the boat by igniting lamp. Count number of rotations per minute 

and location of the pointer. What precautions would you suggest if you 

want to equate centripetal force mr«2 with the tension (centripetal 

force) supplied by the weight at the hanger ?

2. Change the weight on hanger. For different observations, can you find 

A(rco2) oc A(mh), where Ah is the change in height of the weight ?
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* Variation - The hollow guiding pipe may be kept above the water surface 

and force meter can be used to measure the pull.

Note: It is easy to measure T hence co can be replaced by (2n/T).
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 11

Objective:

To investigate into the laws governing interconversion of energy.

Articles Required:

Steel balls of different masses, stand, scale, spring, (it can be a plastic 

spring also) etc.

Experimental Arrangement :

Arrange a scale and spring onto a stand vertically. Attach a pan and a 

pointer to the spring as shown.

©

S => Scale 

B => Ball 

P => Pan 

I => Pointer

5

Observations:

Measure the mass of steel ball. Note the initial position of pointer on 

the scale. Take trials to see whether on releasing the ball from a height H, it 

falls on the pan and that the pan makes a downward motion as indicated by 

the spring. To avoid rebounce of the ball, some wax or spongy material like 

thermocol may be kept over the pan.

• Release one ball from height Hj and measure the extent xf through 

which spring is compressed.

• Repeat the procedure for different heights of the ball.

• Repeat the procedure for balls of different masses.
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Tabulate your observations :

SI.
No.

Mass of 
the ball

Height of 
release of 

the ball 
from Pan

H

KE of the 
ball at the 
instant it 
strikes 

pan
Mg H

Distance
through
which

pan
moved

X

Maximum 
energy 

stored in 
the

spring
1/2 Kx*

Whether
MgH =

% mvz =
% kx2

For finding value of K, put standard weight on the pan and note 

equilibrium compression of the spring. Use the formula

W = F = mg = -kx => k = —.
x

• Find time period for the spring. What additional information can you 

get from this ? How would you correlate different factors appearing in 

energy formula with those appearing in formula for SHO ?

• What conclusions you would draw about conversion factor when KE 

converts into PE ?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -12

Objective:

To investigate into the laws governing reflection.

Articles Required :

Plane mirror strip, few pins, drawing board, coloured pencils, etc.

Experimental Set Up and Observations :

A. Formation of Image

• Place mirror strip on the drawing board (if desired, place a plane paper 

on the drawing board before putting mirror) and put some object (say a 

candle) in front of it. See its image in the mirror and place another 

candle behind the mirror so that the image candle and candle behind 

the mirror do not have parallax. See figure. Mark the positions of 

mirror, object, candle and image candle. What do you observe ? 

Repeat the procedure for different locations of object candle.

7 / / r r~r / 7 f // f/ 7/ ,// /, H

• Take two similar triangular flags. Keep one flag in front of mirror and 

the other flag behind the mirror so that mirror image flag and the other 

flag do not have parallax.

Do you find it difficult ? If so, in what respect ?

Any other observation you have ?

Can you infer that the mirror forms image point by point on the other 

side at equal distance as the point of the object. What is your
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conclusion? Try to construct a ray diagram according to laws of 

reflection.

B. Angular relation between incident ray and reflected ray :

* Draw two non-parallel lines on the plane paper (say one red and one 

green) one as incident ray and the other as reflected ray. Now place 

the plane mirror strip at such a place with such an orientation that the 

reflected line (one line) as seen in the mirror is nothing but the 

extension of the second line (incident’s line).

Draw the location of the mirror. Then remove the mirror. Extend two 

lines upto the location of the mirror. Draw a bisector to the two lines. What 

do you find ?

• Put a pencil in front of the mirror. Try to see the image of the pencil.

Can you see the image of the pencil to be same from all directions ?

What can you conclude ? Is one observation sufficient for conclusion?

• Put a card board with a small hole in it in front of the mirror strip. Pass 

torch light through the hole. Try to see the reflected light. Locate the 

path of reflected light. Do you find that light is reflected in all 

directions? How is this observation connected with sharp image 

formation ? What do you infer from this ? Does direction of torch light 

affects your observation?

• Draw two lines - one representing incident and other as reflected and 

place a mirror at proper adjusted position.
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Now tilt the mirror. What are your observations ?

Where do incident ray and reflected ray lie? Draw normal at the point 

of intersection.

Do you notice that incident ray and reflector ray always lie in a plane. 

(But the plane should lie perpendicular to the plane of the mirror ?)

If it is so, do you notice that the normal to the mirror at the point of 

reflection also lies in the same plane as the incident and reflected 

rays? Discuss.

Why should you insist on normal to the mirror in the laws of reflection?

Place some thick book on the location of reflected ray and try to draw 

the reflected line on the book. See whether the incident ray and 

reflected ray now can be aligned with the mirror?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 13

Objective:

To investigate properties of solar energy concentrates.

Articles Required: Things around us.

Observation:

Some materials absorb solar energy (in the form of light and heat) 

most, while others less. Thus every material around us can collect some solar 

energy. The materials which collect more of solar energy are called solar 

energy concentrate.

• Take 100 g of any substance around you. Make it into a lump form.

Insert a thermometers, one a few mm into the surface and other upto 

the centre of the lump. Put this arrangement in the sun. (Choose your 

timing so that sun shines with approximately same brightness). Record 

the reading in the thermometers every 15 minutes.

(i) Can you calculate average temperature of the lump ?

(ii) Can you calculate specific heat of the lump ? (Hint: 

Comparing rate of heating with equal quantity of water or, 

use method of mixture with known quantity of water at T°).

• Choose different materials and using the same procedure and name 

the materials.

(i) Which heats up most ?

(ii) Which has largest thermal capacity, i.e., the specific heat ?

• Observe carefully the surface and colour of those selected materials.

• Spread chosen best solar concentrate material, over a surface 

(rectangular, if possible).

(i) with thickness 1 cm and again, find its rise in temperature. 

(Should you find thermal capacity again ?).
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(ii) Change thickness and get the optimum value of the thickness 

for best performance in terms of solar radiation absorption.

• For the chosen best material and its optimal thickness, try to roughen 

its surface facing the sun. Record rise in temperature under similar 

conditions as those of earlier.

• Paint/smoke the surface of the material which you have observed to 

work best as solar concentrate. Find its thermal properties again. 

What do you observe ?

• Can you afford to place such solar concentrate on a sheet of copper ? 

What do you expect you would gain with such an arrangement ?

• Suggest any alternative you think more suitable.

• Dip one end of the surface thus made in water. Find the rate of rise in 

water (wetting) on it. How will you do it ? What result you get ? 

Record with comments.

• Try to find the composition of the material you have chosen.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -14

Objective:

To study properties of solids.

Hypothesis:

Solid material is aggregate of tiny granules.

Experimental Activity:

Collect some 5 homogeneous materials around you. If material is 

aggregate of smaller constituent units

(i) Under microscope (why not by naked eye) separate grains must be 

visible. Record your observations and comment.

(ii) On hammering the grains should separate. Record your 

observations and see if you would like to add anything. Explain 

about breaking into a few pieces, at the first instance.

(iii) If a wedge type hard material is pressed against it, it should pierce 

through. Try to do this activity and report.

(iv) Two grains should be spaced. Hence it should be possible to 

compress the material. Try to compress material and record the 

observations. Can you suggest any other method to show that 

there could be spacing between two grains ?

Can dissolving the material in water (or in some liquid) help to 

establish this fact ? How ?

Brick like structure can also be compact. Why then people suggest 

minutest structure to be spherical ? What activity can be performed 

for verifying this aspect ?

(v) If two grains are placed with space in between, a force applied will 

cause displacement/vibration/movement of the grains.

Put the material in water and stir. What do you find ? What does 

the stirring do to the particles?

(vi) Can you find out a liquid which does not allow the grains to be 

dissolved?
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On the basis of observations can you suggest that for a material 

three types of liquids can be searched out (i) which helps 

dispersion (ii) which is inactive (iii) which hinders dispersion.

(vii) What applications of your investigations would you like to suggest? 

(viii) What are the precautions to be taken ?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT 15

Objective: To study a chemical reaction.

Materials Required: MgO, dil. HCI, conical flask, burette, etc.

Method: Take 0.01 g of MgO in a conical flask and HCI in burette. Now

allow HCI drop by drop to fall on MgO. If necessary, go on stirring the 

product. Observe carefully what happens to (MgO + HCI) system as drops of 

HCI are added to it. Stop the process of adding HCI when you get a clear 

solution.

Repeat the procedure for 0.02, 0.03 etc. quantities of MgO.

Observations:

(1) What is the colour of MgO powder ?

(2) What happens to MgO powder as drops of HCI are added to it ? Does 

it dissolve ? Any gas or sound produced ?

(3) On adding what quantity of HCI do you get a clear solution? Tabulate it

as under.

SI.
No.

Quantity 
of MgO

Quantity of HCI needed 
for a clear solution

Quantity of HCI/ 
Quantity of MgO

Observed
Ratio

•
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What can you infer from the table ?

(4) What would happen if more quantity of HCI is added even after getting 

a clear solution ?

Test each of the three successive stages each with litmus paper.

(5) Do you find a few MgO( how can you say? ) particles undissolved in 

the conical flask ? What can be the reason ?

(6) Can you estimate the amount of MgO in terms of mole and hence the 

amount of HCI in mole in the given acid?

(7) Can you infer that something like “law of constant proportions hold 

good in chemical reactions”?

(8) Can you write chemical reaction for the process ?

(9) Can you take chemicals other than MgO and HCI to confirm your 

statement ?

(10) List out a few materials to be taken in conical flask and burette. What 

is the general nature of the substances under the two heads ?

(11) What precautions would you suggest for carrying out this 

experimentation?

(12) Dilute the HCI by adding equal water and repeat the procedure number 

3. What are your observations ?

(13) What do you expect if twice the quantity of water as that of HCI is 

added and then titrated. See by actual experimentation whether your 

expectation is valid.

(14) What inference would you draw from observations 3, 13, 14 together 

in terms of quantity of HCI in the acid ?

(15) Can you infer that the reaction capacity (rate of reaction) of HCI 

depends on the number of moles of HCI present ?

(16) Suggest other alternate activity you feel can be undertaken to 

advantage.

Extra Activity:

What happens

(i) if the addition of HCI is stopped before getting a clear solution? 

Observe it for some time if reaction still continues.
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(ii) if the unreacted product is dried, would you get the same quantity of 

MgO as was initially taken ?

(iii) if the unreacted quantity is washed and filtered and dried. The solid 

after drying gives MgO. Do you agree? Then what quantity of MgO it 

can have ? Is washing with water necessary ? How does it help?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -16

Objective : To study the rate of a chemical reaction.

Materials Required: Chalk pieces, glass wool, glass tubes, beaker, acid, stop 

clock, etc.

Experimental Arrangement:

Take a glass tube of 1 cm diameter and 10 cms long, open at both 

ends and insert glass wool into it 2 cm away from the bottom end to form a 

porous plug.

Get such six tubes ready for observation and weigh these system 

separately. Take chalk pieces and weigh equal quantities say 10 g in the 

following set. (a) Chalk piece as available, (b) large pieces of chalk stick, (c) 

roughly grounded chalk powder, (d) finely grounded chalk powder.

Observations:

i) Put one form of chalk onto the glass wool plug, weigh it together and 

now dip it in 150 ml dil. HCI kept in conical flask for 10 seconds as 

shown in the figure.

£2 CHALK

Glass
U)OOL

ii) After 10 seconds take away the tube, pour distilled water into it and 

allow the system to dry.

iii) Take another similar set dip it for 20 seconds and repeat procedure 2.
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iv) Take another similar sets and allow the dipping for times 30, 40, 50, 60 

seconds respectively and let the tubes dry for half an hour. You may

get it dried over a heater. Tabulate your observations as under.

SI.
No.

Weight of 
glass tube 
with wool

Weight of tube 
with chalk 

pieces

Time of 
Reaction

Weight of 
dried 

tube with 
remains of 

chalk

Weight 3 
-weight 5

•

What do you observe? Can you draw any conclusion?

v) Follow steps 1 to 4 for another set of chalk form.

vi) Repeat steps for all other forms of the chalk.

vii) Compare columns 6 of each observation table. What conclusion can 

you draw ?

viii) Try to see whether you can write your observations in terms of any 

other relation between

a) Quantum of reaction and the time of reaction.

b) Quantum of reaction and the size of the particulates of 

the material.

c) Quantum of reaction and the amount of HCI present in given 

solutions (inference from Investigatory Project 15).

ix) How will you write the results in terms of proportionality?

x) Can you suggest now why two solids would react very slowly? What 

about gases?

xi) What other materials do you suggest for your laboratory ?
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xii) What innovation you would suggest in the mode of observation and in 

the fabrication of the set up ?

xiii) How is washing with water and drying the material related with the 

process of reaction ?

xiv) What precautions would you like to suggest in the laboratory ?

xv) What other parameters in your view would affect the rate of reaction? 

(Temperature, light, pressure, sound?)

xvi) What other investigatory experiments you feel can be the outcome of 

such an investigation ?

xvii) What materials you would take to suit your laboratory situation
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT 17

Objective : To study heat exchanged in a chemical reaction

Materials needed Thermometer with blackened bulb. Copper sulphate, 

ammonium chloride, caustic soda and glass ware.

Observations:

1) Take 5 g of copper sulphate in a 100 ml beaker and place the 

thermometer bulb in its contact. Pour 25 ml of water observe the 

mercury level in the thermometer (temperature to be measured before 

adding water also).

2) Observe the mercury level in thermometer after every 60 s. How will 

you like to present the data?

3) Take 5 g of ammonium chloride in another 100 ml beaker and place 

the same thermometer on the contents, take the readings of 

temperature and then add 25 ml of water. What do you find? Note 

temperature versus time. Record the observations and present it.

4) Take 5 g of caustic soda and follow the same procedure suggested 

earlier.

5) Plot your data for each salt on the same squared sheet paper. What 

conclusion you would like to draw?

6) How will you manipulate quantities of different constituents to arrive at 

some desired temperature? Do calculation for (i) arriving 45°C (ii) for 

arriving 15°C.

7) Conduct experimental verification to arrive at the said temperatures. 

Do you find any agreement? If not what is the reason?

8) What factors do you feel would affect such an experimentation? 

Discuss.

9) How will you suggest that time plays an important role in deciding the 

final temperature? Try to substantiate your answer with further 

observation.
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10) What is your opinion if we suggest that dissolution of the substances 

in water is a chemical reaction?

11) Do you agree that heat exchange is due to chemical reaction?

12) If your opinion is in the affirmative, then suggest when will you not call 

it a chemical reaction?

13) Where will you place the formation of solution among the options given 

below.

(i) breaking of grain bindings (ii) breaking of molecular bindings 

(iii) simple dispersion of material (iv) simple diffusion of material

(v) simple inclusion of water into air spaces within the material

(vi) other process (give details for this answer).

14) Can you give other examples of getting solution under each of heads 

indicated in observation 13 ? (Use different materials and different 

solvents)

Associated Activity:

1) What do you understand when we say that solution can pass through 

a filter paper?

2) What is your opinion about colour of the solution in each case?

Ponder over it:

1) Do you feel that we have two kinds of charges in the solution ? What 

are the condition? When can you expect such a situation?

2) If charges are produced how can you identify? Don’t you feel that such 

identification would lead to formation of ‘Cell’?

3) Would you realize that identification of separate charges need the use 

of a metal like zinc, copper etc?

4) We have several kinds of vegetation. Some vegetation is wild and not 

very useful, could you suggest formation of a useful cell with sap of 

such plants?

5) Take the task of searching of useful sap (if necessary) try to modify its 

character as Curies did with Pitch blande) and electrodes to form a
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source of energy. Will you like to conclude that chemical reactions are 

the source of chemical energy?

Now react on the statement “Associated activity and suggestion to 

ponder over it” has something to do with the chemical reactions. List 

out different kinds of energy that is liberated/absorbed in a chemical 

reaction.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -18

Object: To compare the concentration of two given solutions.

Background:

A solution is the product when a solute is dissolved in a solvent. 

Essentially, we have two types of solvents (i) Polar like water and (ii) Non

polar e.g. organic solvents. Sometimes we find that a few acids or hydroxides 

are also used to dissolve a substance. But the category of such a solution 

need not be different from those cited above. There may be a limit for the 

extent to which a solute dissolves in a solvent e.g. you cannot go on adding 

sugar to a limited volume of water to get it dissolved at a certain temperature. 

Though the quantity of the solute can be less than the critical quantity. In 

such cases it is sometimes desirable to find out the quantum of solute 

dissolved in the given quantity of the solvent.

Materials Needed : Solution of NaOH, oxalic acid, phenolphthalein, titrating 

apparatus.

Procedure : Take 20 ml of NaOH solution in a conical flask and put two 

drops of phenolphthalein in it. Take oxalic acid solution in a burette. Titrate to 

get end point.

Observations

1. Note down what quantity of oxalic acid is needed for disappearance of

pale pink colour of the solution.

2. Take 20 ml of other NaOH solution and find out the end point.

3. Tabulate the data

3I. No. NaOH solution volume Volume of 
oxalic acid 

solution

Concentration
ratio

1. V = 20 ml V! ^2
2. V = 20 ml V2
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4. Dilute the given oxalic acid solution and tabulate the data.

5. Further dilute the oxalic acid solution and tabulate the data.
y

6. Compare —- from the above table. What do you find ? Can you

suggest any consistency ? What can be the reason ?

7. What other liquid you could have taken in place of oxalic acid ?

8. What is the principle involved ?

9. What precautions would you suggest ?

10. What method would you suggest for a solution of a salt ?

11. What method can you think appropriate for sugar solution ?

12. If your methods for 10 and 11 are different, what can be the 

reason?

Further Investigations

(i) Can you determine the quantity of NaOH present in the solution ?

(ii) What if phenolphthalein is not available ? What is its sole object ? 

Can you use pH meter if available ? Try a litmus paper too.
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT -19

Objective: To differentiate between crystalline and amorphous solids by 

their thermal properties.

Materials required : Hollow aluminium pipe 50 cm long, 1cm diameter, clay 

or chalk power, heating arrangement, etc.

Procedure: Seal one of the end of the aluminium pipe with a metal strip or by 

hammering and fill it with clay or dust or sand or chalk powder. Now put the 

sealed end on the heater. The other end should rest on a vertically fixed 

meter scale.

Observations:

1. Allow the system to be heated to some temperature till you see some 

noticeable expansion of the aluminium pipe on the scale (Is it noticeable?). 

What happens to the powdered material inside the pipe?

2. Allow the system to cool to room temperature. Do you find that now the 

powder is occupying the level it occupied before heating?

If not, is it bulging out or has it contracted? Give appropriate reasons.

3. If necessary fill the pipe again with the same powder to some 

predetermined level and heat the system. What do you observe now?

4. Take a few more cooling and heating cycles and record your 

observations. Can you say that the amorphous solids expand on heating? 

If not give the reasons.

5. How do you differentiate aluminium from the powder?

What other material will give same result?
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6. Do you expect same result if you do the experiment with polymer pipe? 

Try to see this effect in single thread plastic cladded Copper wire or any 

other device of your choice.

7. What kind of result you expect from solid amorphous material like 

chalk- stick, paper, wood-stick, etc.?

8. Have you noticed that some polymers contract on heating? Discuss 

what are they?.

9. Discuss such effects in terms of changes in air-spaces between 

microparticles or changes in bond length/orientation of individual 

microparticles?

10. Try to suggest the reasons behind different character of crystalline and 

amorphous solids.

11. Suggest a few other experiments which may help to explain the 

difference in such a behaviour. Would you prefer to suggest filling of 

beaker with sand and pouring water to find that level of sand goes down.

12. Now can you explain why it is impossible to level the pit by the same soil 

which had been taken away to make the pit?
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INVESTIGATORY PROJECT - 20

Objective: To suggest that water (liquid) has more cohesive force (strength) 

than the gas under similar conditions.

Materials required: Small China bowl, a bakelite lid with anchor 

attachments, spring balance heating arrangement and thermometer.

Procedure: Heat the empty bowl and see whether its polish and 

smoothness stays. Now place a bakelite lid over it so that it may enclose air, 

about 1cc. Ensure that the system is leak proof.

Observations:

1. Heat the bowl empty and see that temperature of the air inside 

reaches to about 70°C. Now place the bakelite lid as suggested 

below. A Q

Can you assume that the air included between the bowl and lid is a 

70°C? At this you may put some sealing material oil/wax around the 

periphery of the lid. What will you ensure by this activity?

2. Allow the system to cool to room temperature. Do you see that lid has 

stuck to the bowl? If not, some leakage exists. Try to remove it and 

repeat first part.
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3. When you find that the lid is in place hang it by the spring balance 

(force meter). What does the reading on force meter indicate? Do 

you feel you should have weighed the lid separately? Why?

4. Put extra force on the bowl along the edges by hands. Can you 

provide breaking force when lid and bowl would separate? If yes, 

note the separating force.

5. If activity (4) is not possible what would you suggest? Reducing 

the volume of air within the lid (How)? Or reducing the initial 

heating temperature or changing the force meter? Give reasons to 

your answers.

Do you think that it is similar to the old celebrated ‘Magdeburg 

hemisphere’ experiment of Otto Van Guericke?

6. Now boil water or oil in the bowl to the same temperature replace the lid 

and allow the system to cool. After cooling remove the excess liquid over 

the lid. Do you find the lid has again stuck to the bowl? What can be the 

reason now? It is still creating low pressure inside.

7. Now put this system again to separating force measurement what 

do you find? Can you measure separating force with ease? If yes, 

give reasons. If not, give reasons.

8. Can you relate this activity to thermal expansion? What relations 

do you expect then?

9. In the case of air, the quantity of air at room temperature is less than the 

normal air which would have occupied that space. This same

effect were possible by evacuation techniques! Comment on 

your views.

10. If you are contemplating on point 9 then how would you correlate 

your explanation to the case of liquid under the lid?

11. Can you think of a similar experiment for solids?

12. Do you remember fixing of rim over wooden wheels in bullock 

cart? What are the factors involved therein ?

Further investigations
(1) Can you investigate elastic properties of materials with this experiment?

(2) Would you like to modify the theory of excess pressure?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT -1

Objective : To study the combustion of ethanol.

Materials Required : China dishes, ethanol.

Method : Label the china dishes. In the first dish put 50 ml of water. In the 

second dish, put 50 ml of ethanol and in the third dish, put 25 ml of water and 

25 ml of ethanol.

Dip one blotting paper in each of the liquid. Now take out a paper by a 

pair of forceps or tong and try to burn it using lamp for a few seconds.

Observation :

1. Observe the reaction of the paper to the flame. What can be the 

reason for difference in observation ?

2. Can you suggest the products of combustion ? Try out a chemical 

equation for the reaction.

3. How will you use the datum “Heat of combustion for the reaction is 

-1367 kJ mol-1."

4. Does the paper burn in the third case ? If no, why ?

5. Can you cite a few examples which are similar to this ?

6. List out the precautions.
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 2

Objective : To study the effect of the quality of the pendulum string on time 

period.

Background: While deriving formula for simple pendulum, it is suggested to 

take a massless unstretchable, thin thread to suspend a heavy point mass. In 

practice, it cannot be done. Hence it can be useful to investigate the effect of 

physical dimensions of the thread on the effectiveness of the pendulum 

experiment.

Apparatus : A light pendulum bob with hook, equal lengths of threads (silk,

cotton, woolen, nylon and jute), suspension mechanism and stop clock.
>

Method : Suspend the bob with threads of different thickness and masses but 

of same length one by one. Find out the time period for each set. Tabulate 

your observations in proper form.

Observation:

1. Arrange the time period vs the thickness of the thread used in a 

tabular form. What do you observe ?

2. Arrange the time period vs the weight of the thread in a tabular 

form. What do you observe ?

3. How will you support the view that the period of a pendulum is 

independent of the quality of the thread ?

4. What could be the reason for any variation observed ?

5. What would be the results if the pendulum bob were very light (e.g. 

of thermocol) or very heavy ?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 3

Objective : To show conservation of angular momentum.

Articles Needed: A flat round table top with collar around its edges free to 

rotate in a horizontal plane about an axis through its center, a toy car.

Method : Place the flat table top on the axle and see whether it is free to

rotate about the axis. Place the car at the edge. If the car has self winding 

movement make it move on the collared table.

Observation :

1. Give certain velocity to the car and observe what happens to the 

system.

2. Increase the speed of the car and observe the movement of the 

system.

3. What happens to the wheel axle arrangement when the car stops ?

4. Can you suggest any relation between the velocity of car and

motion of the flat table wheel ?

5. What do you expect to happen if mass of the car were more ?

6. What would happen if mass of the flat wheel were less ?

7. What are the assumptions made in this ? What modifications would 

you suggest?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 4

Objective : To study the effect of catalyst on the rate of reaction.

Caution : H2O2 is corrosive and a strong oxidizing agent. Hence physical 

contact with it should be avoided.

Materials Needed: Reagent bottles (500 ml), H2O2 30% (about 100 ml), 

food colouring dyes, potassium iodide, washing powder.

Procedure : Pour 50 ml H2O2 in a reagent bottle and add washing powder 

to it.

Observations :

1. What happens to the colour of the reactants in the reagent bottle?

2. Do you feel stirring the mixture gives stable solution? Add a few 

drops of any food colouring dye. What do you observe now ?

3. Add a little of Kl to the reactants. What do you observe now ?

4. What is the colour of the solution and the foam ?

5. Do you find evolution of any gas ?

6. What can be the cause of colour change (if any) ?

7. Can you suggest that Kl acts as a catalyst ?

8. Name other catalysts you have come across and in what reactions? 

Take the case of milk for example.

Note: If effervescence is vigorous keep yourself away from it.
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT-5

Objective : To see if there is any change in the mass of iron when it rusts.

Materials Needed : Watch glass, spatula, iron filings, etc.

Procedure : Place about one spatula full of iron filings on a watch glass and 

weigh. Add a few drops of water. Make several such sets and allow them to 

stand.

Observations:

1. Keep one set of system in open and observe under microscope. 

Observe the same after a few days again. What do you find ?

2. Keep another set in open but before adding water add a few drops of 

oil on the iron filing. Observe the filing under microscope after same 

duration as in 1.

3. Keep another set covered by a lid and observe it after same duration 

as 1.

4. Keep another set in a deep freeze and observe it after same the 

duration as 1.

5. Keep yet another set with iron filings fully immersed in water and 

observe it after same duration as 1.

6. Now keep one set with iron filings first oiled and then fully immersed in 

water and Observe it after same duration as 1.

7. Make comprehensive chart and try to draw conclusions.

Further Investigation :

(i) Take impure water, ionized water, distilled water and find out 

the difference.

(ii) Oil iron filings before doing the experiment. Comment on the 

difference noted.
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 6

Objective : To find which compounds conduct electricity when dissolved in 

water.

Background: Pure water is non conductive. Impurity added to it makes

ions available which help conduction of electricity.

Materials Needed: A conductivity cell, 6v battery, galvanometer/speaker, 

compound to be tested, etc.

Procedure : Take two copper strips 1 cm x 2 cm and glue them together with 

a spacing of 2mm as shown by some fixing material. Take connections from 

each of them. This forms a conductivity cell. Dip this cell in the solution to be 

tested and complete the circuit as shown.

Observations :

1. Take water in a beaker which can fully immerse the conductivity cell, 

dissolve 1 g of CUSO4. Note the deflection in galvanometer.

2. Add further 1g of CUSO4 and note change in galvanometer reading (if 

any). See how many times you can repeat addition of CuSO4.

3. Pour pure water and note the change in galvanometer reading (if any). 

This part also can be done successively adding more and more water.

4. Draw conclusions, if need be, take more observation of your choice 

suggesting the reasons.

5. What type of compounds can be studied? Discuss.
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6. Draw a graph between galvanometer reading and weight of CuSO4.

7. Draw a graph between galvanometer reading and quantity of water 

added to dilute the solution.

8. Discuss in what way observation 6 and 7 are different. What inference 

can you draw?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 7

Objective: To study the effect of oiling the surface.

Material needing: A few different plane surfaces like wood, iron sheet, 

glass sheet, a sliding object, oils, microscope etc.

Procedure: Grease one surface of the plane uniformly and keep it on the 

table such that it can be lifted from one side. Now place a slider on it and 

start raising the surface from one side.

Observation

1) Before oiling the surface see it under a microscope and record your 

observations about it.

2) Put the slider on it and find the angle of elevation for which the object 

starts sliding.

3) Grease the surface and observe the angle at which the slider starts 

moving. Is it same as in 2?

4) To find the answer for 3, observe the surface under microscope. Does 

this observation agree with observation 1 ? Comment.

5) Take different surfaces but same slider and have observations 1 to 4 

what do you find? Discuss.

6) Take all these observation 1 to 5 with water as the oiling (?) 

substances. What do you find? Discuss.

7) What can be the difference between oiling and wetting?

8) What conclusions can you draw? Illustrate with figurefif necessary.]
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 8

Objective: To differentiate between Torque and Couple.

Materials needed: A water tap fixe ’ to a pipe, spring balances to act as 

force meter, extension rods.

Procedure: Fix the tap to a pipe and fix extension rods to forms wings. 

Make grooves on its wings at equal distances. Use force meter to rotate as

1) Fix force meter on arm A and try to rotate the tap. Note what force is 

needed to make it move (rotate) calculate Force x distance from the 

axis.
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2) Shift the position of the force meter and again find out the force needed to 

rotate. Perform this activity for other position.

3) Tabulate the observations as under.

5l.No. Distance of application of 
force

Force required F x Distance

1
2
3
4
5

4) Use two force meters and apply them at equal distances from axis to form 

a couple and try to rotate the wings. Note the minimum force needed. Do 

same exercise for other distances.

5) Tabulate the observations as under.

5I.No. Distance of application of 
force

Force required F x Distance

1
2
3
4
5

6) Compare the corresponding columns of the two tables what do you 

find? Discuss.

7) Do you feel force is distributed into two parts in the case of couple? 

What else do you observe?

8) Can you claim that it is advisable to use couple to rotate rather than 

use a torque? What should be the reason?

9) Can you comment on the length of the wing?

10) What happens with the round headed taps when you apply a torque? 

Do you feel any role of non existence of (physical) axis of rotation?

11) What do you expect if water is made to flow through the pipe?

12) Discuss use of thick head in screw drivers. Any thing to do with length 

of the screw driver?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT - 9

Objective : To bring out similarity between linear lever and circular lever.

Background: Lever is known to be a simplest machine which can yield

mechanical advantage of several orders depending upon the length of effort, 

arm and load arm. But the length of the lever sometimes become very 

inconvenient Hence such length need to be replaced with circular devices so 

that the arms of the lever are the circumferences of the two wheels 

respectively.

Procedure :
J

Take a set of grooved wheels (Pulleys) of different diameter and fix 

them one over the other as shown in the figure. Affix the system to the axis 

passing through the center and see that the pulleys can rotate in a vertical 

plane.

Observations:

1. Tie weights by threads which pass over the grooves of two different 

pulleys so that they will try to rotate the system in opposite direction.
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Select the weights so that the pulley does not rotate. Find the ratio

and record it for different Wj in the table.

SI.
No.

Weight at 
outer pulley 

wo

Weight 
at Inner 
pulley 

Wj

211 Diameter of 
outer pulley 

Do

Diamete
rof

inner
pulley Dj

D,
D,

y

2. Take two pulleys with their axes separated but joined by a thread 

passing over the two like a charkha. What do you find about the ratio

2^?
Wo

3. Comment on usefulness and drawbacks of the two dispositions of the 

pulleys.

4. What will happen if the wooden pulleys are replaced by thick iron 

pulleys? Discuss.

5. Cite some examples where you invariably find pulleys as useful 

machine.
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERl; ENT - 10

Objective : To simulate scattering.

Procedure: Take two parallel horizontal bars and fix so that the separation 

between the two can be altered. Place them at a height of one meter from the 

ground as shown below. Hang a thick bob from one of the bars and a light 

bob from other bar so that the separation between them is about 1 cm.

1. Keep the two horizontal bars as close as possible and release the light 

ball from some displaced position. Record minutely the observations 

of several trials.

2. Increase the spacing between horizontal bars and repeat the impact 

observation and record.

3. Take a record for several other separations and comment if you find 

something systematic.

4. Discuss precautions and in what way they may affect the observations.

5. Suggest (and if necessary experiment) what would happen (i) if you 

change the length of the thread, (ii) if the center of the two colliding 

bobs (spheres) do not lie in the same level, (iii) if masses of the two 

bobs are same.

6. In what aspect this experiment lacks simulation for Rutherford’s
experiment to probe the nucleus of the atom? ®

7. Suggest modification/improvement. ®

I

«
< 

4
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT 11

Objective : To study the chemical composition.

Materials Required :

A solution of barium chloride dihydride (126 g/1000 ml), a solution of 

potassium chromate (100 g/1000 ml), ten test tubes (20 ml capacity), 

graduated pipettes and labels.

Procedure :

1. Label a set of 5 test-tubes as A, B, C, D and E.

2. Label another set of 5 test-tubes as 1,2,3, 4 and 5.

3. Prepare two sets of mixtures of two solutions as follows :

Let “X” be barium chloride solution and “Y” be potassium chromate 

solutions. Pour these into the test tubes as under.

Setl:

Mixture A : 5 ml X + 1 ml Y 

B : 5 ml X + 3 ml Y 

C:5mlX + 5mlY 

D : 5 ml X + 7 ml Y 

E:5mlX + 9mlY

Set II:

Mixture 1 : 1 ml X + 5 ml Y

2 : 3 ml X + 5 ml Y

3 : 5 ml X + 5 ml Y

4 : 7 ml X + 5 ml Y

5 : 9 ml X + 5ml Y

4. Shake each mixture and place it in a test tube stand.

5. After preparing and shaking well, place all the test tubes in a large 

beaker containing boiling water for about 5 minutes.

6. Finally take the test tubes to their positions and allow them to stand for 

five minutes. Arrange the tubes in two sets I and II.
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I

Observations

1. Do you see any precipitate being formed ?

2. What is the colour of the precipitate ?

3. What can the precipitate be ?

4. Arrange each set of test tubes in the increasing quantity of precipitate.

a) Identify the test tube(s) in each set having maximum amount of 

precipitate.

b) Identify the test tube(s) in each set having minimum amount of 

precipitate.

c) Why does the amount of precipitate increase from A to D in set I 

and from 1 to 4 in Set II ? Guess.

d) Also, observe last two test tubes in each set. Do they have any

amount of precipitate ? - »

e) Can you suggest the reason ?

5. Record the colours of mixtures in each test tube in each set.

a) Which are the test tubes that are colourless in Set I and Set II ?

b) Which are the test tubes that are yellow in colour in each set ?

c) What can be the reason for colouration and decolouration ?

d) Can you conclude from above observations that 1 ml of barium 

chloride reacts with 1 ml of potassium chromate ?

e) Can you also conclude that 1 ml of barium chloride reacts with 1 

ml of potassium chromate to give a definite amount of the 

precipitate (barium chromate).

f) Do you feel that if 1 ml BaCb reacts with 1 ml of potassium 

chromate to give x g precipitate, then 3 ml of each solution will 

react to give 3x g and 5 ml of each solution will react to give 

5 x g of precipitate.

g) Finally will you agree that barium chromate has a definite 

chemical composition!

h) Based on the above observations, do you feel that other 

compounds also form with definite chemical composition ?
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DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT -12

Objective : To show that living organisms can cause chemical reaction. 

Material: Yeast, sugar, milk, curd and other eatables.

Background :

Micro organisms are very important for human activity. Some of them 

cause diseases while some are highly useful. The useful micro organisms 

decompose the dead bodies of plants and animals and provide valuable 

nutrients to earth. Some microorganisms help to digest cellulose and supply 

vitamins to the body. Some are also used to provide a different flavour to 

food items.

Procedure :

Take sugar solution and add little yeast to it and then close the 
container. Allow it to stand for a few days.

Observations :

1. What do you find after a couple of days? Do you feel the lid had given 
way to gas ? What kind of smell it has ?
The process took place was fermentation which is a kind of respiration 
carried out by yeast cells in the absence of oxygen.

2. What was the source of energy for yeast cells if the gas released is 
carbon dioxide ?

3. See if alcohol is produced in the process. Test for alcohol, if possible.
4. What other substance can you take in place of sugar ? If it is milk what 

should happen ? See if possible.
5. Add little curd to milk and close it tightly. What are the changes that 

occur in the physical properties of milk ? (The micro organism used is 
lactic acid bacteria).

6. Do you expect changes in density ? Alkaline milk has turned into sour 
acid. What kind of reaction this can be ?

7. Can you measure rate of reaction and effects of sugar/salt addition on 
it?

8. Bakery men use yeast or baking power (you can use it for making idli). 
Suggest the mechanism involved in each case as per your 
observation.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

(Dr G V Gopal and Dr S P Kulkarni)

Investigatory project B-1

Title of the Project:

An investigation into the behaviour of Bean.

Objectives :

i) To know how seeds respond to external influences like light, water, and 
temperature.

ii) To understand the seed germination process, different stages of 
growth and direction of growth.

iii) Seed behaviour with reference to bean and other kinds of seeds.

Materials Required :

Four sets of bean seeds (4x3=12), four beakers, black paper, blue 
blotting paper, water, petridishes with lids.

Procedure :

i) Soak the dried beans overnight in water, to make them ready to grow.
The water should just cover the beans.

ii) Place three of the soaked beans in each jar, between a piece of 
blotting paper and the glass. Soak the blotter with water. Examine the 
blotter everyday to make sure that it is moist. Soak it intermittently if 
needed.

iii) Now place the jars in four different positions. Stand one right side up.
Stand another upside down. Lay another on its side. Place the last jar 
so that it is tilted.

Observations:
«

In which direction do the roots grow ?
In which direction do the stems grow ? ™
Does the orientation of the bean make a difference ?
Does orientation of the beaker make difference ?
This is what happened in one trial. How do the beans know how to 4
behave in a particular way ?

Additional Investigation :

Try the same investigation with corn. Does corn behave the same
way?
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Data Analysis:

Collect all your observation in Tabular column and analyse the data.

Discussion

The bean seed has a specific way of Germination, growth pattern. It is 
different in different species.

Conclusion

Draw conclusions based on your observations.

Investigatory Project B-2

Objective :

To find out the substances present in soil.

Materials Required :

A jar of garden soil, distilled water, a wad of cotton, funnel, beaker, etc.

Procedure/Observations :

1. Pour distilled water into the jar containing soil and allow the mixture 
stand for sometime. What do you expect must have happened ?

2. Pack cotton in the funnel to make it a filter. Pour the water from jar 
through this filter into a beaker. What objective is achieved in the 
process ?

3. Allow the water in a beaker to stand in warm place or heat (in that 
case, place a filter paper above the beaker). Do you find anything left 
in the beaker (and on the filter if used) ? Use microscope if necessary.

4. What do you feel would happen if the soil-water system is allowed to 
stand for a longer duration ?

5. What kind of substances go into the beaker after filtration ?
6. What was the necessity to put a filter on the beaker when you heat 

water in it to dryness ?
7. What do you feel can be within the unfiltered soil ?
8. What methods do you propose to adapt to test remnant soil ?
9. How can you assure quality of distilled water used ?
10. Do you feel all the materials found in a plant are supplied by the soil ?

Comment “What activity you would like to add to get necessary 
answers?".
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Investigatory Project B-3 

Objective :

To study the growth of a plant.

Materials Needed :

Sunflower seeds, flowerpots with soil, marking pen, ruler, etc.

Procedure /Observations :

1. Plant some sunflower (or any other) seeds in the pots. When young 
plants are about 2” high, make a dot on the stem with a marking pen. 
Observe what happens to its location and size after some days.

2. Do you feel that the mark is being lifted up ? What can be the reason ? 
If necessary, go on marking stems at equal spaces. Find what 
happens to their size and location with passage of time.

3. Do you find that the growth of the plant is even ? Draw a curve 
between spacing of dots and number of days passed.

Investigatory Project B-4

Objective :

To investigate force exerted by sprouting seeds.

Materials Needed :

Small bottles 100 cc with corks, bean seeds.

Procedure/Observations :

1. Fill the bottle up to neck with bean seeds. Count them and calculate 
their number in a cylinder of unit cross section. Do you feel that such a 
statistical behaviour is appropriate for observing nature of seeds ?

2. Put the water into the bottle to full capacity and cork it. What do you 
feel? Should beans sprout ?

3. Put the bottle in a paper bag. What will happen in this activity ? Do 
you feel that seeds sprout best in the dark ? If not convinced, put an 
identical bottle in open and yet another in an artificially lighted room. 
What difference do you observe ?

4. Examine daily what happens to the cork. Does it come out ? What 
force was thus applied by the seeds (During trial you can find out the 
force needed to open the cork). Hence find force per seed.
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5 Put cork back and put some 100 g weight over it. Again calculate force 
when it opens up. Is it greater ? Is force proportional to number of 
days passed or proportional to something else ?

6. Suggest methods for finding the force exerted by roots and upshoots.

Investigatory Project B-5

Objective :

To generate a soil profile.

Background :

Soil is made up of a number of ingredients including both organic and 
inorganic materials.

Soil formation begins with the erosion and transportation of rocks and it 
is the proportions of these ingredients that create different soil textures. The 
basic material thus formed then interacts with dead organic matter and living 
plants and animals. The different layers in the soil can often be observed as a 
soil profile.

The ingredients in the various layers of a soil profile can be 
investigated using a soil sorter.

Materials Needed :
Plastic bottle, knife, soil, scissors.

Procedure :

1. Cut the funnel shaped top from a clear plastic bottle. This leaves us 
with a plastic jar.

2. Place enough soil to half-fill the plastic jar thus formed.
3. Cover the soil sample with water and stir vigorously with a stick.
4. Leave the mixture to settle and observe the different layers.

Observations :

1. Identical jars should be used to compare different kinds of soils, as 
long as the same amount of soil is used in each. Note colour, 
thickness and particle size/ structure of each layer and compare with 
other samples.

2. Feel the soil sample between your fingers, it is sometimes easier to wet 
the soil first, and describe the texture, e.g. gritty, silky, sandy.
Compare the description with the soil sorter results. Try rubbing the 
samples onto the paper for variations in colour markings. This could 
reflect different origins and textures.

3. Compare samples collected from/under different vegetation and from 
different depths in the soil profile.
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Investigator Project B-6

Objective

Culture medium for paramecium

Material required

Clean conical flask 200ml, cotton plug hay/straw, pond water, heat 
source, grains of boiled rice.

Procedure

Take tap water in conical flask. Add a few grains of boiled rice and 
about 1 g of hay/straw, Boil the contents for 10-15 min and cool the solution 
so formed.

Observation

1) Observe tap water under microscope . Write your observations.
2) After adding straw and rice and boiling, what should have happened?

Write your guess.
3) Observe the solution under microscope so formed, after it has been 

cooled. In what respect it is different from observation 1 ?
4) Add a few drops of fresh pond water into the solution. The process is 

known as inoculation. What do you observe now under the 
microscope?

5) Close the flask with cotton plug. What will you insure by this?
6) Observe a few drops from this flask again after a few days. Do you 

find several paramecia?
7) Can you investigate the effect of temperature while the flask was 

allowed to stand for a few days?
8) Paramecium is a living organism. Would you expect effects of 

stimulants on it?
9) What inference would you draw from this project?
10) What precautions must you observe while experimenting.

Further activity

Try to write in the form of investigatory projects : effect of following 
stimulants on paramecia.

I. Adding a few drops of alkaline solution to a part of culture medium
II. Adding a few drops of acid (mild) to a part of culture medium.

III. Adding little salt to a part of culture medium
IV. Effect of light
V. Effect of temperature

VI. Effect of electric potential
VII. Effect of magnetic field
VIII. Effect of addition of sugar
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Investigatory Projects B-7 to B-10

Write four investigatory projects (B7 to B10) taking one objective at a time 
with the hint / material supplied herein.

Theme I Title of the Project:

i) Soil analysis and their microbial diversity
ii) Soil pH.
iii) Soil micro organisms and their diversity
iv) Water holding capacity of different soils.

Objective :

To analyse the different kinds of soils and study different kinds of soil 
fungi in these soils.

Materials Required :

Different soil samples (garden soil, clay soil, sandy soil), petridish, 
watch glass, needle, forceps.

Procedure/Observations :

Different kinds of soils have different kinds of texture, porosity and 
different kinds of Fungi living organisms in them.

To study these different fungi, collect some soil samples. You can keep 
different soil samples in clean pint jars. Be sure that the jars are dry. Fill 
each jar to the brim with soil. Cover the jars with wax paper fastened with a 
rubber band. Some of the kinds of soils that are collected can be garden soil, 
sandy soil, clay soil, soil from forest, soil from the side of a pond; soil from 
about 1 foot beneath the surface. If possible, take two samples of soils, one - 
soil that is usually moist and two - soil that is usually dry. Do not forget to 
label each jar.

1. Place two tablespoonfuls of a sample of soil in a plastic bag. Add one 
forth of a slice of bread. Close the bag and label it. The molds will 
begin to grow. Do this for each of your samples.

Which soil produces the richest fungal life ?

You can observe the speed with which molds grow and the number of 
different kinds of molds.
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Caution :

Once molds begin to grow, do not open bags. Remember that molds 
reproduce by spores. The spores can spread from an opened bag and spoil 
food.

Keep a record of your observations. Drawings and photographs will 
help to understand.

In few weeks, you may have an idea of which soil is richest in fungus. 
Fungal life can be estimated visually or by measuring the density of fungus.

Can you plan an investigation to establish that molds are coming from 
soils ?

iii) With little alteration you can prove that different soils have different 
types of porosity and water holding/retaining capacities. This can be 
measured by a measuring cylinder. Water retained by the soil is 
known as water holding capacity of the soil. This can be done for 
different soils.

iv) Soil pH can also be measured by pH papers.
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Now write Investigatory Projects on

I. Pollution analysis of water / air I soil
II. Photosynthetic ability of plants.

III. Plant tissue variation and adaptation.
IV. Bio diversity of your region.
V. Urine analysis of different animals.

VI. Ecology of food web.
VII. Ecomodelling: Pyramid of energy.

VIII. Local cultivars of different varieties of plants / animals
IX. Conservation of species.
X. Plant tissue variation and adaptation

XI. Fungal/pathological infections in different species.
XII. Water management system.
XIII. Taking up of water and minerals by roots of a plant.
XIV. How the roots of different plants spread?
XV. Effect of music on the household plants.

Use following formal for discussion

a) Title of the project
b) Materials required
c) Theory/Background
d) Objectives
e) Procedure
f) Results / Analysis
g) Discussion and inference drawn.
h) Additional Activity suggested.
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Appendix

Uncertainty/Error in measurements
( By P R Rao)

Let us assume that you have measured the time for twenty oscillations of a 

pendulum using a stop-watch. Next measure the same for the second time. Then you 

are unlikely to get exactly the same value as in the first case. Repeated measurements 

show fluctuations in readings. This is because errors creep in during measurements: 

The pendulum may be swinging in the draught of air, there may be lack of 

coordination between seeing the bob passing certain mark to one side, starting of the 

stop watch in the beginning of the measurement and similarly while stopping it when 

the bob passes the same mark for the twentieth time to the same side etc. If the 

measured time varies appreciably, the counting of the number of oscillations might 

have gone wrong. Hence it is essential that the experimenter discuss the sources of 

errors and how the steps are taken to minimize/eliminate the errors. Also, the 

precaution taken during the experiments have to be listed.

Types of error

The errors can be classified broadly as (i) systematic I determinate and

(ii) random / indeterminate / erratic / accidental.

The systematic errors affect the measurement in the same way (either on 

higher side or lower) no matter how many times the measurement is made. The error 

is reproduced in each observation. Only the change of instrument can lead to its 

detection. It is possible to find the causes of such errors and correct them. Much of 

the skill in experiments consists in minimising them.

For example, if a thermometer indicates the boiling point of water in Mysore 

(an elevated place from the sea-level) as 100° C. This reading is on higher side. The 

fault lies in the calibration of the thermometer. A change of thermometer may lead to 

the detection of this error.



On the other hand, the random errors affect the reading both ways; often 

giving a reading that is high as well as low. The repeated measurements follow the 

law of chances. Hence taking the average of many measurements tends to reduce this 

error.

The errors can be discussed as associated with (i) non-uniformity of the 

objects whose parameters are measured; (ii) the instruments; (iii) the experimenter; 

(iv) the influence of the environment; and (v) the setting. The details are given 

below, suggesting the methods to reduce/eliminate them and also to what category 

does it belong. The symbol [S] indicates the systematic error and [R], the random 

error.

A. Errors associated with the non-uniformity of objects [R]

(i) Geometrical objects - cubes, 
cylinder

(ii) Spherical objects

(iii) Resistivity of a wire

Taking a good number of trials (3 to 
5).

Measuring diameter of a lead shot in 
two mutually perpendicular directions 
and repeating this with 4 to 6 
randomly selected lead-shots.

Measuring diameter at a place in two 
mutually perpendicular directions and 
repeating the same at 4 to 6 different 
places.

B. Errors associated with the instruments

Zero error [S] (Vernier Calipers, 
Screw Gauge, Thermometer..)

(ii) Calibration Error [S]

(iii) Instruments of unsuitable range

Applying zero-correction using the 
physical quantity which is the 
difference of two readings.
Sagitta - Spherometer
Change in temperature - thermometer

Comparing with standard scale/ 
instrument.

Proper choice of instruments.
(i) In ammeters and voltmeters, 

the deflection should be nearly 
half or more of the scale.

(ii) To measure liquid within 10ml
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not using 50, 100 or 200 ml 
measuring jars.

(iv) Defective mechanism - improper 
fittings and manufacturing defect

(v) Back-lash error (Spectrometer, 
Travelling microscope)

(i) Correcting the defects
(ii) Replacing by a better 

instrument e.g. spectrometer - 
taking readings using both side 
verniers

Deflection magnetometer- taking 
readings of two ends of pointer - eight 
readings for one trial.
Selecting instruments with mirror 
provision to fix the line of sight for 
reading (deflection magnetometer, 
ammeter, voltmeter, multimeter, etc). 
Keeping the plugs tight - in plug type 
resistance boxes, post-office box etc.

Taking readings when the tangential/ 
thumb screw is gently and carefully 
rotated in one direction only.

C. Effect of environment

Draught of air (wherever 
' ' oscillations are there, Newton's law

of cooling experiment).

(ii) Effect of temperature on measuring 
scale [S]

(iii) Transfer of heat between the 
system and surroundings [S]

(iv) Background counts in Radio - 
activity experiments using G M 
counters.

(v) Friction of surfaces on moving 
bodies

(vi) Main’s Fluctuations (electronic 
experiments)

Selecting proper place in the 
laboratory where the air draught is 
negligible.

Using the scales at the temperature of 
calibration, using wooden/ plastic 
scales rather than metallic scales.

(i) Minimising / eliminating these
errors using non-conducting 
enclosures.

(ii) Applying radiation correction 
(Half-time correction).

Taking into consideration the 
background counts.

Minimising the friction - using 
Formica surfaces eliminating friction 
by applying required force.

Using voltage stabilizers.
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D. Errors associated with the experimenter 

(i) Parallax error

(ii) Personal error [R] lack of 
synchronization in seeing and 
hearing and muscular action in 
starting/ stopping reading 
instruments.

(iii) Carelessness in making proper 
observation.

(iv) Lack of experience and practice.

Keeping the eye at the level of the 
meniscus, right above the pointer/ 
mark/ edge etc.

Repeating measurements many times 
(about 4 to 6 times).

Exercise greater care.

More exposure to experiments.

E. Setting errors

1. In the screw gauge and vernier calipers, there is an error in setting the object in 

between jaws/ object must be just screwed in between the jaws.

2. Lens Experiments: Errors in deciding when the image on a screen is in 

sharpest focus - making repeated measurements.

3. Meter Bridge and Potentiometer experiments - When the galvanometer is not 

sensitive; the pointer may not deflect; when contact is made over a range of 

distance on the wire - Use a more sensitive galvanometer.

4. Post-Office Box -> no deflection over a range of resistances - using more

. Psensitive galvanometers especially when the ratio — = 10,000 etc.

Some suggestions

1. Align and level the parts of the setup.

2. Obtain sharp focus in the experiments of light.

3. Have firm contacts in electrical experiments.

4. Use meters of proper sensitivity.
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Presenting the Data / Significant figures

Every physical quantity has dimensions and hence must be expressed by a unit 

(to tell what was counted), an order of magnitude and a statement about its reliability, 

which for the present we can indicate a rough way by writing only the correct number 

of significant figures. The digits that are certain and one more digit are called 

significant figures. For example, in the statement that the lengths of the textbook is 

27.5 cm, the digits 2 and 7 are certain and there is uncertainty of 0.1 cm in digit 5 

because conventionally a length would range from 27.45 to 27.55, is written as 27.5. 

The reading is known only to the nearest tenth of a centimeter. It has three significant

figures. The error implied in this is 1 part in 275, i.e. x 100 = 0.4% .

o-4 c.y*'

2 •70
Cvn —*

275

The speed of light in vacuum is 2.99792458 x 10* ms'1. There are nine 

significant figures. The greater the number of significant figures the greater is the 

accuracy of our measurements. In our calculations speed of light can be taken as
Q 1

3.00x10 ms' (to three significant figures).

Scientific notation

\ measured quantity is written in the form m x 10'1 where 1 < m < 10, and n is 

an integer, positive or negative. All digits in ‘m’ are significant.

For example, a measured quantity 0.00780 m is indicated as 7.8 x 10'"’ m (two 

significant figures) if the measurer is certain of digit 7 and as 7.80 x 10 ' m (three 

significant figures) if he is certain of digit 8.
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Propagation of uncertainty through arithmetic operation

The uncertainty in derived quantities is fixed by uncertainties in the 

measurements that are to be combined. Results are not improved by carrying out 

simple arithmetic operations to many figures.

Addition and subtraction

An example : 36.34 m + 0.0386 m + 4.133 m. On examination of these 

numbers, we find that 36.34 m is known only to the nearest one-hundredth of a metre, 

the other two numbers are known respectively to the nearest one-ten thousandth and 

one-thousandth of a metre. Therefore, it is enough if we know the sum to one- 

hundredth of a metre. Hence we follow this step - round off the other numbers to 

one-hundredth’s place and add.

The sum = (36.34 + 0.04 + 4.13) m = 40.51 m

The same rule is to be followed in case of subtraction. Note that the 

subtraction reduces the number of significant figures.

Multiplication and division

In this case, the answer will have same significant figures as the factor having 

the least significant figures.

(1) For example, density =
________ 33.35 g________
15.42 cm x 5.53 cm x 2.7 cm

The factor 2.7 has the least significant figure of two. So the density should be 

expressed to two significant figures.

J • 33.4 g 33.4Ihe step adopted is, density =-------------------------? = -----H E ' 15.4 x 5.5 x 2.7 cm3 230

= 0.1452 

= 0.15 g cm'3

(2) Multiplication involving constants such as 2, ’A, etc.

Area of a surface is 2.30 x 10“ m2. What is twice its area ?

It is 2 x 2.30 x 10'2 m2 = 4.60 x 10'2 m2 (three, significant figures and not one. 

since numbers like 2, ‘A etc. have unlimited accuracy).
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(3) Multiplication involving constants like 71, G, etc.

The diameter of a wire is 0.57 mm. What is its area of cross-section ?

The formula A = 77 P— is preferred to A = 7ir2 (why?).
4

Further 71 = 3.14159265.

The measured quantity has two significant figures. Express 71 to 3 significant 

figures, i.e. one more - to take care of rounding off errors.

, 3.14 x (0.57 xlO"3)2 2

4

= 0.255 x 10'6m2 

= 2.6x 10‘7 m2

Note: These rules are not rigid ones. There are many examples which do not 

conform exactly.

Advantages

1. It provides an easy introduction to the existence of uncertainty in 

measurements.

2. It helps to avoid misleading numbers and unnecessary calculations when 

measured quantities are subjected to arithmetic operations.

Disadvantages

1. Significant figures furnish only a rough estimate of uncertainty or accuracy.

2. There is no single rule for all the four operations.

3. Significant figure omit reference to the accumulation of uncertainty as data are 

combined.For example, the implied error in the final value of density' referred

to earlier i.e. x 100 = 7%, whereas, the implied errors in /, b, h and m are 0.15 H

0.1%, 0.2%, 4% and 0.03% respectively. The error indicated in the final 

answer is on the higher side; the accumulated error (maximum possible error) 

in this measurement having, (0.1 + 0.2 + 4 + 0.03)% ~ 4.3%.
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Which quantity should be measured with greater accuracy in an experiment?

When measured quantities are substituted in a formula in order to calculate a 

desired physical quantity, the individual errors influence the uncertainty/ error in the 

final result. For example, in the simple pendulum experiment, to determine ‘g’, the 

acceleration due to gravity, the two measurements made are the length ‘1’ and the 

period ‘T’. In this, which one of them is to be measured to a greater accuracy? 

Should we use a vernier calipers to determine the radius of the bob? The length 1' 

from the point of suspension to the surface of the bob is measured using a metre scale 

to an accuracy of one millimeter. By measuring the diameter to an accuracy of 1/10 

of a millimeter (the usual L.C. of the vernier caliper) and adding half that value to 1' , 

will not improve the accuracy. (Refer: - addition - significant figures). Therefore, it 

is enough to read the main scale of the vernier.

The other quantity T, occurs as squared in the formula for ‘g’. If one commits 

an error of x% in T, its contribution to the error in g is 2x%.

[Note: The error in ‘T’ is reduced by measuring time ‘f for a large number of 

oscillations say 20. If one is using a stop-clock (L.C. = Is) and t = 40s then 

T = 4^* 1 = (2.00 ± 0.05) S. The period is measured to an accuracy of 0.05 S.

Error is x 100 = 2.5%. Its contribution to the error in g is 5.0%l. The error in 
2.00

T’ is —— x 100 =0.1% where 100.0 is the length of the pendulum set-up. Hence,
100.0

the period ‘T’ has to be measured with greater accuracy].

In general, those quantities which have higher powers (exponents) in a 

formula are to be measured with greater care because their contribution to the error in 

the final result is (power (or exponent) x error in the quantity).

In the experiment to measure the resistivity of a wire, the quantity to be 

measured with less error is the diameter of the wire, rather than the length of the wire.
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The resistance unplugged can be considered as a constant for expressing the final 

result in terms of significant figures.

In the determination of viscosity of a liquid by the Poiseuille’s method, the 

quantity which is to be measured with greater care is the radius of the capillary tube 

because it appears in the formula as (radius)4.

Should we use the physical balance for weighing by the method of oscillation 

in the following cases ?

(i) Calorimetry - determination of specific heat

(ii) Calorimetry - determination of latent heat of steam/ice.

(iii) Faraday’s law - determination of e.c.e. of copper, 
of electrolysis

Error - How to nullify in an experiment?

Suppose that we are to determine ‘g’ using a simple pendulum. One can set 

up a pendulum of a given length ‘1’ and measure the period T by the usual method.

Substitute these values in the formula g = 4/r2 _Z_
T2

and calculate ‘g’. The value of

‘g’ so obtained may be higher or lower because of the errors that crept in. How can 

one proceed to get a better result - errors being ironed out? The procedure should 

influence the value of ‘g' on both sides. That means many sets of readings are to be

taken and the average is to be found out. The formula tells us that —is a constant.
r2

So, one can set up pendulum of different lengths and measure the corresponding 

periods in the usual way. Calculate — in each case and substitute its mean value in

the formula to determine g'. That is g =
/

T2 mean

The relation yy = constant suggests that the graph of T“ on x-axis and T on

Zy-axis is a straight line. Its slope gives the value of I I and hence g = 4n2 (slope).
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The value of g determined this way is a better value as the best-fit line drawn further 

4/r2
“irons” out the errors. Note that the formula for j? =-------- if ‘1’ is plotted on x-axis

slope

and T on y-axis (1 - T graph).

Thus, the attempt to reduce the errors, determines the procedure that is 

adopted (many sets of readings, graphical analysis and the average of the relation 

between the variable quantities in the formula). Also note that we do not calculate ‘g’ 

in each set and then take the average.

Some aspects to be kept in mind while collecting and recording data

1. The values selected for independent variable must be convenient ones for (i) 

plotting, and (ii) calculation. For example, in simple pendulum experiment, 

let the lengths be a whole number like 1 = 60.0 cm and not as 60.2 cm.

2. Among the values of the independent variables, let there be the values which 

are multiples of initial value (some times 1.25, 1.50,... etc. of the initial 

value), e.g. 1 = 90.0 cm, 120.0cm etc. This enables to find out the 

proportionality: when one quantity is doubled is the other doubled?

3. While tabulating, let the independent variables be arranged in an order 

(increasing/ decreasing). This enables the experimenter to see the 

proportionality.

4. Let the number of trials be at least five (in case of graphical analysis).

5. Let the unit be written only on top of the tabular column.

6. Let the measured quantities be entered to the required number of decimal 

places, in accordance with the least count. E.g. 1 = 60.0 cm and not 60 cm 

when the least count is 0.1 cm.

7. While establishing relations, the physical quantities can be measured in any 

convenient and arbitrary unit and not necessarily in S.I. units, e.g. (1) When a 

body moves with uniform velocity, unit for time can be in terms of distance, 

(2) range of the projectile can be a measure of the speed and hence momentum 

(if masses of objects are the same).
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8. Train the students to record the measured values in ink in the tabular column.

If wrong, let them cancel it with a neat single stroke.

Data analysis - Graphical method

The tabulated data can be analysed by arithmetic and graphical methods. The 

latter is a convenient one because

(i) the comprehension of the relation is easy and quick, and

(ii) the graph drawn properly makes the uncertainties to affect on either side - 

thus ‘ironing’ out the errors. The value calculated, thus, is a better one.

Mathematically, a graph is a curve representing relation independent and 

dependent variable, i.e., it is a line showing how one quantity changes with another. 

The following are the features of importance in a graph. Its

(i) the nature

(ii) the intercept on the axes

(iii) the area under the curve, and

(iv) the slope

Plotting a graph :

Take independent variable on x-axis and dependent variable on y-axis, 

unless otherwise is more convenient.

What should we look for?

The graph plotted must cover as large a portion of the graph sheet as possible. 

This is done by taking as large a scale as possible. However, while

selecting the scale, convenience has to be looked into. For this, let the scale 

be

1 cm = 1, 2, 5,10, 20, 50, 100....etc. units 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.5........

= 0.01, 0.02, 0.05,.....and so on, or multiple of 10n

where n is an integer.
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Choice of the origin

(i) When we are interested in the nature of the relationship among the two 

quantities the origin has to be (zero, zero).

T

Z << T'

(ii) If one is interested in the value of the slope alone, then it is enough to

accommodate the range of values measured in each of the axes, taking as large 

a scale as possible, but a convenient one.

Drawing the carve

Draw a small circle around the plotted points. In case of a straight line, draw 

using a transparent scale, a best-fit line, which contains as many points as 

possible on the line, and the other points being scattered equally on either side. 

If (0,0) is a point (as in the simple pendulum experiment), the best-fit line 

must be drawn from it. In the case of a curve, just do not join the successive 

points by a curve, but draw a ‘free-hand’ smooth curve again with as many 

points as possible on the curve and the rest equally scattered on either side of 

it. A flexible stick or a tongue cleaner can be used.

Drawing inference

(i) A straight line passing through the origin 4- there is a direct proportionality

between the elements of the graph i.e. y oc x.

[Theoretically if the graph is to pass through the origin and with the 

experimental data, it does not exactly pass through the origin, then give an 

account for the discrepancy].
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(ii) If the graph is a linear one, but has an intercept, then measure the intercept

and indicate what does that represent.

(iii) We prefer linear graph. When two quantities measured indicate inverse

relationship, then plot one quantity against the reciprocal of the other. For 

example, in Boyle’s law, P = | — I graph.

1/v
Determining the slope of the graph

While determining the slope, don’t select the plotted points for the triangle to 

be drawn. Instead, go along the graph and identify the two points on the 

graph, as far apart as possible where the graph passes through the intersection

The slope has to be calculated as the ratio of the values Ay and Ax in terms of 

appropriate significant numbers, taking L.C on the axis into account

tan# =slope.

Identify what quantity does the slope represent.
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Drawing a tangent to a curve at a given point

A tangent to the curve and determine its slope, (i.e. instantaneous rate of the 

quantity in relation to other ) at the point. Place a plane mirror strip MM’ 

across the curve corresponding to the given point P. Rotate the mirror about 

this point, till the portion of the curve in front of the mirror and its image 

through the mirror appears continuous. Trace the mirror surface line MM’. 

Draw a normal to it at that point or at any point on an extended line MM’. 

(This avoids the crowding of line MM' normal and triangles drawn to 

determine the slope for them).
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Shri N R Nagaaraja Rao
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Zoology'

Dr G R Prakash

Shri P Tamil Selvan

Dr G V Gopal

Prof A L N Sarma

Dr A Sukumar 

Dr S P Kulkarni

Computer Prof D Basavayya

External Prof P R Rao

Shri D K Panche 

Shri V K Gautam

Academic Coordinator

Dr M N Bapat
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Snap of the Participants along with a few resource persons during valedictory session
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How it went about?

Prof G Ravindra, Principal, RIE inaugurated the training programme at 10.30 

a.m. on 16.1.2003. It was followed by a session on investigatory approach by Shri P 

R Rao. The deliberations aroused intellectual awareness. The important points in his 

interaction include nature of science; relation between stimuli, senses, brain; concept 

formation and information processing; thinking; activity oriented teaching; scientific 

attitude and literacy. It was accompanied by an experimental demonstration of 

motion of a bubble. The intention of the experiment was to suggest how a single set 

up could be used to generate a variety of investigations. During demonstration he 

stressed the need of a hypothesis which is the backbone of planning, designing and 

implementing the idea. The hypothesis should be an intelligent guess about the 

solution of the problem.

In the afternoon session, Dr Kulkami explored investigations in Zoology and 

suggested how to organize activities in the school. Finally following investigations 

were carried out in the lab; glucose contents in urea, protein contents in seeds, fat 

contents in an egg albumin; blood smearing and blood group test, paramecium 

culture. We believe that there is a lot of scope of investigations in paramecium 

culture (by varying stimuli such as temperature, acidity, alkalinity, etc.).

On 17th January, the session started with presentation by Mr A China Das on 

zoology activity. Dr G R Prakash then gave some input about investigatory projects 

in Chemistry. It was followed by estimation of strength of acids in the lab.

In the afternoon session, Dr G V Gopal interacted on investigatory approach in 

botanical science. He suggested that relations like leaf area - days of growth can be a 

useful study. The procedure of tissue culture was discussed and its apparatus was 

shown. The participants then undertook the lab for presence of CO2 during 

germination and water retaining capacity of soils. It turns out that the study of factors 

affecting germination, types of seed etc. can useful investigations. Investigating into 

the nature of soil collected from different environments can also be interesting.
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On 18th January, sessions started with presentation of report of Botany Lab. 

activities by Ms Y Swarnalatha. Prof A L N Sarma then deliberated on the need to 

attack a problem from the point of view of different sciences together (e.g. 

investigation into water can be from biological point of view, chemistry point of view, 

physics and mathematics point of view). He also suggested through his inspiring 

speech how to involve ourselves in teaching learning process effectively.

Shri P Tamil Selvan then involved the participants in conducting 4 

investigations. The most exciting was litmus test of saliva. Consumption of sugar 

increases acidity. This demonstration/experience could be useful for educating the 

society effectively. The other activities were to show how food degenerates, what can 

be the investigations with H2O2 (by demonstration of formation of foamy snakes with 

addition of a colour, soap solution and K.I to it). The validity of law of constant 

proportions was suggested by potassium chromate and barium chloride reaction. 

Several such reactions can be taken up for investigations.

In the afternoon session, different groups undertook investigations of different 

physics experiments. Inclined planes could be formed by notebooks and motion of 

rollers (cells) over them can be studied. Double pendulum, parallelogram of forces 

and nature of the thread on the time period of simple pendulum were the other 

investigations.

On 19th January Shri B Srinivas Rao and Shri K Ramu presented their 

experiences in Chemistry Lab and Physics Lab. respectively. Shri D K Panche 

suggested how to make use of disposable materials in fabrication of a set up while 

Shri V K Gautam demonstrated making of slits for studying interference 

phenomenon.

The participants were then requested to undertake four different investigations 

(plane mirror, syringe, spiral springs, cooling) and to prepare an instruction sheet for 

each for the benefit of their students. For this first of all each group conducted the 

experiments. Shri P R Rao and Physics faculty then suggested how to analyse the 

data gathered and draw conclusions.
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On 20th January 2003, the activity started with presentation of instruction 

sheets by different group. It was followed by follow up activity in Zoology and 

Botany laboratories.

Dr D Basavayya introduced computers to the participants through NOTE 

software. He indicated uses of computers and showed some of the projects (like 

heart, human activity, etc.) created by RIE students.

Afternoon session started with demonstration of experiments of water boat, 

cart on rotating disc, spreading of oil over water surface. Dr A Sukumar cautioned 

through his interaction the damage we are doing to the environment. Resource 

Persons interacted on different aspects of the activities.

At 4 p.m. the valedictory session, with Dr C Jangaiah in Chair saw feedback 

from participants, report by Dr Bapat and words of encouragement by the chairperson. 

The manual of instructional material was handed over to participants along with the 

certificates.

Assigned Activities
Ch. Lachaiah, K. Ramu and A. China Das found relation between rate of flow 

of water through nozzle of syringe and force applied at the piston and also performed 

activities for reflection from a plane mirror. Study of reactions with H2O2 and 

determination of lung capacity were their other experiments.

Shri B Srinivasa Rao, B. Gangadhar Rao and G. Prem Kumar investigated 

relationship between thickness of the thread and time period of simple pendulum. 

They also performed experiments with springs. They also investigation on the 

evolution of CO2 during germination and rate of chemical reactions.

K Ratnakumari, T Suseela and B Nirmala investigated into law of 

parallelogram of forces and conversion of potential energy into work. Investigation 

of change of pH and water retaining capacity of soils was their other experiments.
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S Vijay Laxmi, P Aruna Kumari and Y Swamalatha tried to find out 

dependence of time period of the double pendulum on its effective length and rate of 

cooling of water in different environments. Growth and germination of seeds was 

their other requirements.

J K V Suneel Kumar showed w'ith a model how transmittance of glass depends 

on the intensity of light on its two sides.
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Experiences of teachers in terms of performed activities

B Nirmala : I feel delighted to undergo this five-day training programme. It has 

enriched my knowledge. I will apply this experience in my future activities. I want to 

know about a few methods to test the presence of bacteria without use of a 

microscope.

K Ramu and Group : We could frame questions on investigatory experiment.

With the syringe experiment, it can be shown that on applying a force to a body at 

rest, it accelerates.

B Srinivas Rao and Group: Could verify the Hoock’s law. Combustion experiment 

gave insight into the process of burning.

K Ratnakumar and Group : Rolling over a pile of books is low cost experiment. 

Student can apply the knowledge gained by it to unloading of heavy weight from 

different vehicles.
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List of Investigatory Projects suggested by the Participants

1. Test of soils of different places.

2. Paramoecium culture and effects of stimuli.

3. Temperature of combustion for different bodies.

4. Quantity of gas evolved during germination of seeds.

5. Effect of impurity contents in water in formation of oil films.

6. Factors affecting transparency of glass.

7. Cooling under different conditions.

8. Rate of flow of liquids.

9. Rate of chemical reactions.

10. Effect of physical parameters in germination of seeds, (eg. temperature, 

electric field light, fertilizer, acidity).

11. Litmus test for different substances.

12. Interconversion of different forms of energy.

13. Investigation into content of fat in seed.

14. Lung capacity of healthy and addict person.

15. Role of catalyst

Suggestions emanated for organizing activities in schools

Simple litmus test like acid formation on consumption of sugar, degradation of food 

items when exposed to air, the methods to protect different items, eatables, etc. and 

otherwise can be taken up as a community project wherein school going children 

educate the community in general and illiterates in particular about those facts. 

Students can also undertake respiration/ lung capacity survey of ‘addict’ persons and 

educate them. By analysis of‘fat’ contents in seeds an information can be imparted 

about suitability of different seeds for children, healthy person, old and sick persons.
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Feedback

=> Idea of phase can also be introduced in the project of study of 
propagation of wave.

=> A small bent scale (or inclined plane) can be used to release the 
ball so that it can fall from same height in Investigatory Project 11.

=> After making a suitable solar concentrate, we can assess its 
effectiveness by determining rate of radiation collected by the 
following device where we find out the quickness with which the

=> In the boat experiment (Investigatory Project 10) a calibrated elastic 
thread tied between boat and axle (through slip ring) may be used 
to find out centripetal force as the boat moves in a circular path.

=> In place of stopper (Investigatory Project 5), one can use hollow 
plastic cubes. Further, to make the roller hit the stopper properly a 
guiding groove may be provided in its path.
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